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NO MARINA 
FOR SAANICHTON BAY
Resources Minister Impressed 
By Indians’ Presentations
A POLITICAL DECISION CUIMS PROMOTER
Council Decision 
May Halt New Sidney School
ROAD, SEWER CUT FROM BUDGET
'Spiteful Act’ - Mayor Dear
TSAWOUT BAND MANAGER Gus Underwood is 
decision” not to allow the Saanichton Bay marina




Cost 'Average' Taxpayer 
$125 To $175
Sidney’s mill rate will in­
crease by a total of ap­
proximately 17 mills, it was 
learned Tuesday. Exactly 2.4 
mills of this total is the in­
creased school board 
assessment.
However, the municipal mill 
rate will increase by only four 
mills, one of the lower in the 
Greater Victoria region.'
Sidney finance chairman 
Peter Malcolm told The 
Review Tuesday that “ 
even though we have no 
control over the school 
assessment, the majority of
PARKING FINES 
TO RISE
Sidney will raise its fine for 
overdue parking offences 
from two dollar’s to three 
dollars. Further amendments 
are also in the works and all 
parking tickets will have to he 
re-printed as a result.
council felt that we must keep 
our budget as tight as 
possible.”
“This means,” he said, 
That the ‘average’ taxpayer 
will have to pay an additional 
$125 to $175 in 1975... this 
represents a hike of ap­
proximately 45 to50 per cent.”
“In reducing the budget we 
have cut out public works 
programs, paring them down 
to the bare necessities and 
have, in fact, reduced our 
outside staff by one em­
ployee,” said Malcolm.
“I realize that some council 
members feel we are being 
penny-wise and pound-foolish 
in that we will have to pay the 
piper in future years 
... .however I feel that if we 
must raise taxes drastically it 
should be for Sidney’s two 
highest priorities: water and 
recreation facilities.”
1 Continued on Page 2
RODENT CONTROL
Maurice Webb, animal 
controller for the Town of 
Sidney, has been authorized 
by Council to respond to 
requests for the elimination of 
rats and other vermin. His 
salary will be increased by $50 
a month as a result.
The 1256-berth marina 
proposed for Saanichton Ray 
will not be built, Resources 
Minister Rob Williams an­
nounced Monday.
Williams gave as the 
provincial government’s 
reason for turning down the 
marina proposal, concern for 
the preservation of the way of 
life of the Tsawout Indians 
whose reservation abuts 
Saanichton Ray.
Williams said he was par­
ticularly impressed with the 
presentations of the elders and 
fishermen in the band who 
“clearly understood the life 
and seasons of the bay” more 
than anyone he had spoken to.
“Saanichton Ray Marina 
Ltd. came to us with many 
strong arguments, related to 
the demand for marina space 
but the tranquil life-style that 
the Tsawout Indian people 
have developed over many 
generations had to be 
recognized.
“A large marina develop­
ment next door to them would 
have been a serious disruption 
to these people,” the minister 
said.
LARGEST IN B.C.
The project, which would 
have been the largest marina 
in R.C., was the work of 
construction executive George 
Wheaton and Oak Ray marina 
owner Rob Wright,owners of 
Saanichton Ray Marina Ltd.
The marina has been the 
subject of controversy since 
its Inception. After it was 
approved by Central Saanich 
council and the federal
No Race
Before Fatal Accident
Central Saanich police have determined that a car race 
did not precede a fatal, single vehicle accidental Stellys 
Cross Road and West Saanich Road last Wednesday.
Paul Charles Whillans, 1315 Gladstone, Victoria, who 
would have celebrated his 21st birthday Monday, ap­
parently died instantly when his sports car left the road, 
era shed, through a campground sign, broke a telephone 
guy wire and wrapped itself around a large oak tree.
The accident was the first road death in Central Saanich 
in 1975.
Police had earlier issued an appeal to residents for 
information on an illegal car race through the district the 
same evening, but said Monday two other cars were in­
volved.
That discovery came to light when a Central Saanich 
resident, coming upon a policemen photographing the 
accident site, stopped to tell the coastahlc that a car 
coming down West Saanich Roiid had almost put him in 
the ditch the previous evening.
The resident told tlio officer that the vehicle had been a 
sports car, leading to tlie assumption that ho had been llio 
last person tosee Whillans alive hol'ore the crash.
government, protests were 
made by the Tsawout band 
and the federal department of 
Indian Affairs, and the 
provincial government placed 
six-month moratorium on 
further development until 
social and environmental 
impacts could be assessed.
The moratorium ended in 
April, and reports of studies 
ommissioned by the band, 
the developers and the
Continued on Page 3
'A LUXURY WE CANNOT AFFORD' - MALCOLM
The majority of Sidney’s Town Council, upset over the staggering 11.4 mill 
increase in the local school board budget, have vetoed a $30,500 sum of money 
which would have been spent on supplying road and sewer services to a new 
school in the town.
The work was to have been done on Green Glade road and would have seen 
an extension to the Frost Avenue sewer line. Now this money will be diverted 
to other needs in the town.
School Board Chairman Norma Sealey, visibly upset over the decision, told 
The Review on Tuesday that she wished some of the local parents of school age 
children could have been at the Monday night council meeting.
LIVE-ABOARDS
SCUTTLED
C. Saanich To Enforce Bylaw
Central Saanich council will 
go to court if necessary to 
remove live-aboard boat 
owners from municipal 
waters.
That was the decision made 
Monday evening, when 
council voted unanimously to 
direct Inspector of Services 
Norm Porter to enforce the 
district’s by-law prohibiting 
people from living on board 
their boats within 1000 feet of 
the municipal shoreline.
Council decided on the 
action after expiry of a four 
month repreive given boat 
residents in Rrentwood Ray 
late last year.
It had decided in December 
that live-aboards were con­
travening the 1967 bylaw, even 
tJ’.jugh it had not been en­
forced in the past.
Cam Hartley, one of the boat 
residents in the Ray, told 
council then that he would be 
willing to install holding tanks 
to control pollution, and 
pointed out that he contributed 
to taxes through his wharfage 
payments to the marina 
owner.
Development Officer Gay 
Wheeler told council Monday 
evening that Porter wanted 
direction on how to proceed 
with any eviction, and said 
that most of the live-aboards 
there in December were still 
tied up in the Ray, and others 
had arrived.
Wheeler advised council to 
take the eviction action. “If 
we permit them to remain, we 
will get more and more,” he 
said.
Several aldermen seemed 
concerned over tlie definition 
between lliose who live on 
l)oard tlieir boats, and tourists 
wlio might stop for tiie night —-
or a few days.
Wheeler explained that the 
bylaw did not prohibit 
“temporary” visits to the Ray 
by visitors staying on their 
boats, prompting Aid. Earl 
Tabor to suggest that all a 
boat dweller would need do is 
go to sea for a short while 
every so often to avoid 
becoming a ' permanent 
resident.
Aid. Percy Lazarz, un­
deterred by such arguments, 
said he was not willing to offer 
the live-aboards any further 
extension.
“I have no quarrel with 
their life-style,” he said, “Rut 
it’s one'that does not meet 
with favour in this 
municipality.”
Wheeler told the meeting 
that he believed the bylaw, is 
enforceable, despite a recent 
decision by the MoT to allow 
continued use of an Esquimau 
marina by houseboat 
dwellers.
Sidney Mayor Stan Dear 
told council he completely 
disagreed with the decision to 
cut off road and sewer funds 
from the proposed new school.
“I think your ire is com­
pletely misplaced,” he said. 
“I think its a spiteful act!”
He said the new school could 
end up ‘being scrapped’ by 
this decision: or else the 
school board will have to find 
the money from ‘other 
sources’.
The budget-cutting attempt 
first took place at a regular 
council meeting on May 5 
when Aid. Peter Malcolm and 
Hugh Hollingworth introduced 
a motion to delete from the 
town budget funds for road­
way and sewer connections for 
the new school.
REALISTIC LEVEL
“We wanted to get the 
budget down to a realistic 
level,” Malcolm told The 
Review Monday, in ex­
planation of his support of the 
more than $30,000 cut in future 
municipal expenditures.
Mayor Stan Dear had told 
council members that most of 
the increase in local mill rate 
would be as a result of school 
costs, Malcolm said, so he and 
Hollingworth decided the 
budget deletion would be the
“best way to stop them.”
The peninsula school board 
have raised the mill rate here 
higher than anywhere else in 
the province, Malcolm claims, 
adding that members of 
council “keep hearing 
rumours” that the board 
miscalculated in its plans for 
the new building. “We keep 
hearing that this will open as 
only a three or four room 
school, serving less than 80 
youngsters,” Malcolm said. 
The object of his motion, he 
said, was to make the school 
board responsible to someone 
in answering questions on the 
new facility.
“We did it,” he said, “to 
bring to the attention of the 
taxpayers that the board does 
not appear to be as ac­
countable to them as 
municipalities are.”
Taxpayers criticize town 
officials when their taxes go 
up, Malcolm said, even though 
council has no responsibility 
for jumps in the school mill 
rate.
11 MILL INCREASE
The peninsula school • 
district has approved a budget 
one-third higher than last 
year, representing an ap-
Continued on Page 10
STRIKE VOTE PLANNED 
FOR SCHOOL WORKERS
'Morale At An-All Time Low’ - Elliot
Peninsula school board 
employees will hold a strike 
vote on May 24 and 25. CUPE 
local 441 Secretary-treasurer 
John Elliot announced 
Monday.
The non-teaching staff 
decided to call the vote, Elliot 
said, at a meeting held in 
Sidney on Saturday.
The union still hopes to hold 
a joint meeting with tlie bord 
and provincial mediator Clark
Gilmour later this month to 
discuss wage negotiations, 
Elliott said, but the strike vote 
was taken because “morale is 
at an all time low in the school 
district.”
Recause the union and 
school board had been so long 
in their negotiatioas (more 
than five months) the stirke 
vote “would maybe persuade 
the board" to offer its workers 
a wage settlement similar to
ROWING REVIEW DATE SET
A recent meeting of the 
steering committee Cor The 
Great Sidney Rowing Review 
saw plans formulated for Ibis 
years race day. The Fourth 
Annual Rowing Review will lie 
held August at the foot of 
Reacon Avenue.
Official judge Bert Keates 
told 'I'lio Review that his 
committee had met at various 
times througlioiit the winter 
and had ascertained that 
August 2 “would he the most 
auspicious day (o hold the 
event."
Former race eliairman Lt, 
Colonel James Brown- 
llardinge lost liis seat on the 
l)oard to Ardmore resident 
Paul Stennei’, Deelining to 
comment p\il)liely on this 
change of officers, Keates 
would only sny tliat the 96-
year-old retired army officer 
had caused some unwarranted 
disturbance at their annual 
meeting and liad been voted 
out of office,
An informed source told The 
Review on Tuesday that 
Rrown-llardinge liad emptied 
a flagon of spirits on Stonnor 
wlien the In tier proposed that 
women Ijo allowed to par­
ticipate in a s|X!cinl canoe 
race,
“It was higlily cm- 
barassing,” said the 
s p 0 Ic (! s m a n. “Brown- 
llardinge has been named an 
honorary director. However, 
lie will have little say in the 
actual operation or scheduling 
of evonl.s."
It is understood Mint this 
year, for the first time, a 
review of antique wooden
boats will take place following 
the race. Spectators will lie 
able to witness this spectacle 
from both Tplisla Park and' 
Beacon Avenuo Government 
wharf.
I’^llowing the morning race 
activities all craft will be 
invited to pnrticipnie in a ‘no­
host’ picnic on Sidney Spit,
Already the crew of the 
former naval whaler ‘Joshua 
Porlmutter’ nre in strict 
training. Last year tliis local 
team heat out a nimilier of 
Canadian naval whalers by 
half an hour over a four mile 
course, “This year wc* liope to 
1)0 in an hour liefore lliem," 
said Brian'I'lirnbull, one of the 
whaler crew. “Alter all, 
they’re a year older and 1 
doubt if any of them have 
trained as hard as we,”
THE CREW of tho 27’ oxRCN naval whaler Joshua Review. Their coxswain Peter Hunter, who once 
I’crlrnutter arc apparently well into spring trained champion Royal Navy teams, counts out 
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The Litton/MOFFAT ■ 
Micro-Wave Magic.
Features:- Deluxe Countertop Model
the one offered employees of 
the Victoria School district, he 
said.
Board Chairman Norma 
Sealey told The Review 
Tuesday that the board has 
three times revised its 
original offer upward, while 
the union has made only one 
wage concession , since 
negotiations began.
A final offer of either a two 
year agreement (with a 20.45 
percent increase) or a one 
year agreement (totalling a 
33.03 percent increase) were 
both refused by tho union.
Sealey said that under tho 
one year agreement a 
custodian-helper would 
receive a starting wage of 
$10,064 per year, rising to 
$10,1190 on permanent ap­
pointment.
Comparing this .with 
teaching salaries, Sealey said 
It would take a now' teacher 
with two years of University 
training four years to catch up 
to the earnings of the 
custodian grade 1. The 
loacher would begin at $81171 
per year, rising to $10,039 in 
tho fourth year of em­
ployment,
"'rho l)oard have always 
approached negotiations with 
an open mind," she said, "and 
have consistently tried to 
reach a fair and aecoplublo 
agreement."
No, t — The best microwave* cookbook In existence eomes 
with all miMlels. It contains a detailed explanation of 
microwave cooking principles and a large selection of 
recipes.
No. 2 —• large, white aei’ylic interior with lionded-in 
l*ryoi:eram cooking Nheif. This makes a contlnnons smooth 
Hni-race that can he cleaned with the swish of a sponge.
No. 3 — intrusion-proof, see-throngli door with safety latch 
iloor release*.
Ne). 1 — use eif metal, eir etpe'i'allem with the eivem e*m|)ty,
HEATLESS COOKING.MOFFAT
me*H causes ne> damage*, eloes not affe*ct the? warranty. FFOITI
Ne». 5 — (Id minute* digital Mieree-TImer. PitcIhIou to enie 
seteoiid. Easily I'esidahle* at 1.5 feet. .Signal liell Indieailets end of 
eetoleing time*..
Nee. (1 — el(*rre)sl e’yele:
Nee. 7 — full 1.2 eideic foeel Interior
Nee. H — MIcreelereewniu’ leiclude*d - e*xte*nels capalelllty of 
miereewave* eeveui tee 9.5 per eM*tet eef all e'eeeeleing • lereewies small 
me*al Items - steak, cheeps, liiimhurgers - ceeoles pancakes, 
grills sandwiehes. fries eggs.
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SIDNEY TAXES UP 17 MILLS Recreation Lease Hinges On Amity Closure
Continued from Page 1
Malcolm said that the town 
was not in a position to go 
ahead with either of these 
projects this year, but the 
recreation facility may 
become a reality next year.
Sidney Clerk Geoff Logan 
said that the increase in the 
budget totalled 30 per cent 
over last year’s “but only half 
of it is actually for the town.”
“We have no control over 45 
per cent of the actual budget,”
he said.” That amounts to 16 
mills out of the total millrate 
and is comprised of such items 
as welfare, the Vancouver 
Island Regional Library 
system plus all provincial and 
federal employee benefits 
which we can’t, in any way, 
control.”
Logan pointed out that
almost half of the town’s 
annual budget was ‘gone’ 
before council even sits down 
to discuss its own needs.
“At times it seems as if we 
simply act as a glorified 
collection agency for these 
other arms of government,” 
said Logan.
Following is a basic com­
parative break down of Sid­
ney’s budget figures:
1
The Amity Road access to 
the Pat Ray Highway may be 
closed eventually by the 
provincial highways depart­
ment decree North Saanich 
Mayor Paul Grieve told The 
Review Monday.
Grieve has been negotiating 
with the department for some 
time, in an attempt to lease 
former Experimental Farm 
property (now owned by the 
province) for use as a 
recreational centre site.
Although the department
has agreed to lease the parcel 
between the highway and 
Lochside Drive to the district 
for a “nominal sum”. Grieve 
had been told in earlier 
discussions that any lease 
would depend on council 
approving closure of the 
Amity crossing.
This position has been 
“softened,” Grieve told 
council last week, adding 
however, that the highways 
department could close the 
crossing without council
agreement anytime that the 
traffic hazard warranted 
closure.
A further condition of any 
lease, Grieve said, would be 
that no changes could be made 
to Lochside Drive.
Grieve described the parcel 
of land as an ideal location for 
all or part of any planned 
peninsula recreation 
facilities, and will present 
three motions to North 
Saanich council next week 
leading to a lease agreement
with the province.
He told The Review he could 
understand the view held by 
some aldermen opposing any 
change to the Amity in­
tersection. But the highways 
department can make 
whatever., changes it wants 
anyway, he added.
Closure of the intersection 
would put a heavier load on 
municipal roads, he said, and 
“we don’t have the money 
to upgrade them.”
Changes to the Amity ac­
cess, when they come, will 
likely be gradual. Grieve said. 
A slip lane, allowing turns but 
eliminating direct crossing of 
the highway, might be one 
alternative, he said. Another 
could be allowing only right 
hand turns
JANE SLOAN STUDIO 
2392 Beacon Ave.
will be closed from 




Grants in lieu of taxes
Licences and Permits
Motor Vehicle Commission
Rentals and recreation registrations
Returns on investments


































Total 11195.36 13857.14 16390.57 21493.31
Expenditures 
General government services 
Protective services 
Public works services 
Environmental health services 
Welfare services
Recreational and cultural services 
Fiscal services (incl. school, 

























6845.51 8692.89 10318.82 1438.71

























I GRADE ‘A’ MAPLEWOOD 
FRESH FROZEN
Featured attraction on July 
1 at All Sidney Day will be the 
Ink Spots, Kinsman Peter 
Gregory has announced.
The world famous singing 
group will entertain at two 
shows on July 1, as well as 
presenting a one hour show to 
open a dance at Sanscha Hall 
on the evening of June 30. 
Music for the dance will be 
provided by Grand Slam.
Sidney Day celebrations will 
return to Sanscha this year, 
Gregory told Thp Review, 
with local entertainment 
being presented throughout 
the day. An added feature this 
year will be a day long bingo 
session in the hall.
The usual pancake break­
fast will lead off the day, 
followed by a parade through 
the town. A salmon barbecue 
and beer garden will also be 
held.
 xvnioii r
ROASTING CHICKEN...:.. . . . . . . . . 891bi
BARBECUED CHICKENS. . . . . . . . . t2“a
10 LB. BOX ¥<9 Rf)
PORK STEAK. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10 LB. BOX A10 HA
PORK OlOPS^^ .
10 LB. BOX .ifl AOn





10 LB. BOX CHOPPED
BREADED VEAL CUTLEHES
Where meats are a speciality, not a sideline
LOCAL BUTCHERS
FOR SERVICE AND QUALITY
For service & quality shop the 2400 Block Beacon Ave.
SPECIALIZING IN FRESH CUT MEATS 
AND HOME FREEZING SUPPLIES
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Pre-pasted, scrubbable, dry 
strippable, stain-resistant. 
Hundreds of papers to choose 
from that are always in stock. 






9-1/2” roller in choice of 
mohair for smoother finishes, 
dynel for lightly strippled 
finished.







Good quality exterior wood 
stain especially suited for rough 
surfaces such as fences, shingles, 
etc.
Colours Brown, Black, Rad, or 
Green.
Reg.
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Semi-Transparent Stain for 
interior and exterior woods. 
Solid Hide Stain for exterior 
woods only. Water Repellent for 
Bettor Protection. 20 colors in 
each typo.














Top grade Alkyd house,paint, 
blister and pool resistant, 
lll-hldo “ 0 onocoat finish. 








Provides fresh, black 
waterproof surface. 
Simple to apply, B-gnI 






6 gal. cun 88
Rust Resistant 
Enamel
For most Interior or exterior 
metals. Prevents rust on clean 
metal. Cants existing sound rust 





Regular evoryday low prico 
Comparo similar product at up 







to handle, safety 
foot end locks.
1G ft. ladder 
NOW
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Local Golfer On Commonwealth Team
Ky MAHYllKLKN VICAllS 
Special To The Sidney Review
The ladies’ club champion at the Glen Meadows Golf Club has been chosen to represent 
Canada on an international tour in June.
Dale Shaw will join four other Canadians on a tour sponsored by the Canadian Golf 
Association and the federal government.
A highlight will be the Commonwealth Tournament in England June 25-28. Par­
ticipating will be New Zealand, Australia, Great Britain and Canada. Each country will 
be represented by five women golfers.
The tour will also include participation in two previous tournaments in Britain; the 
British Amateur at St. Andrews in Scotland and the Avia Newark tournament at 
Hoy lake.
Shaw and team mate Marilyn Palmer of Kamloops will go to Paris to the French In­
ternational Tournament and to Amsterdam to participate in the Dutch Ladies Stroke 
Play, before the British tour begins.
Ranked fourth in Canadian women’s golf in 1974, Shaw has played golf only seven 
years. She began to play in Calgary before coming to B.C. five years ago, and has been 
active at the Glen Meadows club ever since.
Shaw started to play later than most championship golfers. Before she was involved 
with golf, she playe'd tennis and did a lot of riding.
In fact, she said, her horse was sold to buy her first golf clubs. “It was costing $300 a 
year to keep the horse and I really didn’t have enough time for her. You don’t have to 
feed golf clubs.”
She still plays competitive tennis — “on a very local level”.
Shaw is critical of the kind of support available for amateur athletics in Canada. 
Support is available for some individuals through the various organizations but she said 
there is not enough for developing atheletes.
“The best way to develop amateur golf is to get involved at the school level. There 
should be coaching and team competition in the schools. Under the present system unless 
a junior shows real initiative herself she doesn’t get much encouragement.’ ’
“Many of the golfers I have played with come from golfing families or are the 
daughters of professionals. In the U.S. anyone with any promise has a chance to get 
involved at an early age. There are high school and college teams and many students 
have eight years of coaching by the time they are adults.”
The advantage to beginning golf as early as possible, she explained, is the way the 
young golfer learns. The older golfer must learn technique, Shaw said, while the younger 
player seems to pick it up more naturally.
No Marina For Saanichton Bay
Continued from Page 1 
provincial government were 
presented to Williams.
One report, commissioned 
by the band from Tera Con­
sultants of Vancouver, con­
cluded th.^re would be 
“significant” environmental 
impact, involving destruction 
of eelgrass beds in the bay and 
disruption of wildfowl.
They also found the marina 
would have “no significant 
positive social impact on the 
Tsawout community,” and 
that certain aspects of the 
cultural life' of the Tsawout 
community would be altered.
It is this last factor- 
significant cultural and social 
impact on the life of the 
Tsawout—which apparently 
made the strongest im­
pression on tlie provincial 
government.
The environmental impact 
statements were at least 
partly refuted by two impact 
studies made by University of 
Victoria biologists Jack Little 
page and Derek Ellis..
DAMAGE MINIMIZED
If the marina is properly 
engineered and controlled, 
environmental damage can be
CO-OP INSURANCE
FIRE-LIFE-FARM





minimized, Ellis said, and 
there is even the possibility of 
“improving the quality of the 
environment.”
Tsawout band has had 
support in its protest from 
other Indian and con­
servationist groups.
At a recent meeting in 
Victoria, the Union of B.C. 
Indian Chiefs said every In­
dian in B.C. is prepared to use 
“whatever measures are 
necessary” to stop the 
development.
“B.C. Indian chiefs feel 
strongly that the proposal for 
this marina is just another 
example of the kind of bad 
treatment Indians have 
received from the white 
business community and 
government over the last 100 
years,” union director Phililp 
Paul said.
“The Tsawout Indian band 
was promised the continued 
use of Saanichton Bay for 
hunting and fishing and 
recreational use.
“It would appear that 
treaties, agreements and 
statements made over the 
years to the Indians are 
completely useless,” he said.
Wheaton and Wright have 
protested Williams’ decision, 
and said they are the victims 
of a new spirit of militancy 
among area Indians. They 
accused Paul of using the 
marina as a tool to stir up 
militancy over cut-off lands 
and other matters.
“Because of political 
pressure, Williams decided 
not to take the Indians on,” 
Wheaton said.
Gus Underwood, Tsawout 
band manager, said his band 
is “very pleased with the
SOCCER PITCH
Sidney will likely spend 
around $1,000 to prepare a now 
soccer field on the former 
Bowcott property.
AT FLINT MOTORS WE 
CAN SERVICE YOUR 
CAMPER
Geoff Harrop Rewiring A Camper For Holiday Fun.
FLINT MOTORS LTD.
decision.
“It means we still 
maintain our culture, 
wouldn’t be able to be Indians 
if the marina had been built.”
Underwood said he is not 
concerned that the marina 
project could be resurrected 
at a later date.
“I would ay that a precedent 
has been set. Mr. Williams has 
said the Bay will be left as it 
is.”
He pointed out that the band 
had passed up an opportunity 
to develop the area for a 
marina themselves in 1968, for 





A wedding trip to San 
Francisco followed the 
marriage recently of 
Jacqueline Bernice Lacroix of 
Richmond and Kevin Barrie 
Gallagher of Sidney.
The bride is the daughter of 
Stanley and Lucille Lacroix of 
921 Glendower Rd.,. Rich­
mond. She wore a long white 
satin crepe gown trimmed in 
green and white lace, with a 
long trained veil with flowered 
head piece. The bride was 
wearing a cameo which 
belonged to her great­
grandmother and carried 
yellow roses on her trip to the 
alter.
Attending the bride were 
her sisters, Roberta Lacroix 
as maid of honour, and Colleen 
Lacroix. The bride was given 
in marriage by her father.
The groom, who is the son of 
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis 
Gallagher of 2241 James White 
Blvd was attended by best 
man Gordon Groth and ushers 
Ken Ho, Rick Lacroix and 
Tom Gallagher.
Father Martin, officiated at 
the ceremony in St. Monica’s 
Roman Catholic Church. A 
reception followed at the 
Richmond Inn.
The couple will make their 
home in Burnaby.
AID TO PENSIONERS
Rleasc be advised that due to the great 
demand for gardening of all descriptions we 
are no longer able to accept jobs of painting, 
etc. until further notice.
Please note also, as there are only two 
men on this project and our areas to service 
are Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday in Sid­
ney; Thursday North Saanich, Friday, 
Central Saanich, it is impossible for the call 
to be serviced the same day it is received — 
Thank you.
Aid to Pensioners Group.
ABC CHARTERS Europe by
WARDAIR
SUNFLIGHT
HAWAII / MEXICO / CANARY ISLANDS / FIJI & 
TAHITI - CLUB MEDITERRANEE AIR 
CANADA/CP AIR PWA / UNITED /- 
W ESTERN / PAN AM / SWISSAIR / BOAC / 
QANTAS/JAL
CNR-CPR-AMTREK-WHITE PASS & YUKON 
EURAIL PASS-BRITRAIL & SWISS HOLIDAY 
PASS 22-45 DAYS & YOUTH FLIGHTS-RHINE 
CRUISES EUROP ABU S / SC AN- 
DINAVIA/ USSR - VISAS!
Call or write: KAEGI TRAVEL SERVICE; 879-6858 423 West 
Broadway, Suite 102, Vancouver V5Y 1R4. (Monday - Friday, 
10:15 a.m. to 6:15 p.m.)
Dale Shaw has been chosen to represent 
Canada on an international tour in June.





are competent to instruct in any subject (Fine Arts, Hobbies, Crafts, etc.)
Or
have any suggestions about night school courses which might be
sponsored.
Please Telephone: CONTINUING EDUCATION 656-1111
MT.VIEW AUXILIARY
The Mountain View Rest 
Home auxiliary met recently 
at the home of Mrs. D. Abbott, 
Mt. Newton Cross Rd. Plans 
were made for the Strawberry 
Tea which will take place June 
25 at St. Stephens’ Church 
Hall. This is a yearly event, 
looked forward to eagerly by 
the patients and an op­
portunity for the auxiliary to 
raise funds in order to buy 
comforts for them.
Anyond wishing to volunteer
as a hostess to accompany 
patients to the Silver Threads 
in Sidney on a Wednesday 
afternoon would be most 
welcome and further in­
formation can be had by 
phoning President Mrs. J. 
Moore at 652-2989.
The next auxiliary meeting 
will be on May 27 at 1:30 p.m. 
at the home of Mrs. J. Looy, 
8433 East Saanich Rd. Anyone 
interested is most welcome to 
attend.
KATHRYN KUHLMAN
P.N.E. COLISEUM JULY 10, 1975
Chartered Bus from Sidney 
Reservations 656-2898
{SATELLITE 656-2642
ON THE SIDNEY WHARF FOOT OF BEACON
SOLE FILLETS ,





WHITE & TASTY ^
ACTIVE PASS ^ ^
LING COD FILLETS ^1?? 
STEAKS & CHUNKS ^1?.?
FOR SPRING SAUDS OR 
LIGHTLY FRIED





BEACON AT FIFTH 656-1922
FRESH WHOLE RED SPRINGS




to guarantee your 
home comlort.
1 Systematic Delivery Control
It's our buninoi;': lo ktmv; moro nboul 
your liorne lientinq need;: thuu you 
do. Wo pro dolormine your daily fuf;l 
consumption iMsod on local tenipura- 
turos and wcatlior (orecasl;; ;i(,) wo 
know when wo'ro ncndoi 1 Isn'l lhat 
a comfortinq llionqht '’
Ixil we'll come running as oflen as 
ni.xided foi' rua extra cliargo.)
’’1110 price $5,90 (or 10 monllin.
3 Ports and Service ProtectionMaybe yoiir furnace isn't ancteni, 
Maylie it':; middle af.jed. In llial caiio 
this IS (he annual plan (or yon, (''or 
,il3’/.95 we'll replace any o( liiose P.5 
vital parls, wo'll tniie-iip your (iirnace 
next summer and wo'll give .you all 
of tlio.se $11 (X) emergrjncy calls yon 
ncxifl al no exira cosi 
The price $3,00 (or lOmonllis,
Comprehensivo 
Protection
lero's an animal plan worih lookirifj 
into- parliciilarly if your (iirnaco is 
Ix.'qinning lo (eitl ils afif;, k'or $59,95 
we'll replace any o( the 35 vital paiis
5 Unconditional Service Guarantee
If you prefer a "pay-as-yon-rjo" way 
of doing bixiinoss, that's fine witii us, 
Wo'll still guaranloo any parls (and 
our labour) lor 30 clays. 
Uncondilionally,
6 lO'Month Budget Terms
Wliy weigh yourself down wilh heavy 
payinonis, for five winter monihs, 
v.'lien you can liglilon lliu load by 
paying for your fuel oil in 10 inontlily 
inslallmenlii slarliiifi each Soploml ler, 
'Hiero are no inlerest charges adried 
:;o if woii'l cost you an extiM red cent.
Parts Replacement 
Protection
an aiiiiiial plan lhal, lor $15 95,
will ix'Olerl ynii aijailist the biwik 
down of any of those 3,5 vital liirnac' 
|jai1s bony, lal k )ur and eiiieigeiK^y 
mils are not iiicliiderl 
The piv.'ii .'Id ()0 for lO months
of your furnace or supply you .i 
wholi,! new luriiace, il llial's whal it 
lakes We'll also luiie your furnace 
next summer so llml il'll liiiin alniKi 
next winter And you'll gel emergeiu 
service wlieiiever you need it (An 
emergmicy service call (..■usfs $l I d)
Guarantoed 
Eqfuipmont
We have a line of excelleni home 
comfort eijiiipineiil that incliKles 
forced air iiiniaci";, vaiter healers, 
I'lower Immifliliers, de hiimidiflers 
aiid),«)()l lieiilers V'/eiiiiaranlee all 
of Ihis egnipmerit (or one year- so 
wo make sure if all ineels oiir mosi 
nxacling standards
Call Texaco Home Contlort 
listed under "Oils Fuel" 




Voterilion |)laiiii sill iieel Ifj af'(.'e|)|(inee followiiit) all iiispeelion of Ilio heating etiiitiiiiienl,
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Clam-Digging At Patricia Bay
(PHOTO r\CK RALPH)
Saanichton Bay Frills
The decision early this week by Resources 
Minister Bob Williams, to refuse development of a 
large marina project in Saanichton Bay, will not 
please everyone.
Developers and promoters Bob Wright and 
George Wheaton will certainly be disappointed. 
They’ve devoted much energy and a great deal of 
money to their scheme, and can be forgiven if their 
mood is more one of anger than understanding.
Central Saanich council, as well, will not be too 
happy with the decision. Its members gave their 
stamp of approval to the proposal last fall, partly in 
order to get the contentious issue out of their 
bailiwick and into someone else’s ^ but also in 
order to help provide the hard-pressed 
municipality with additional tax revenues.
Neither promoters nor council members seemed 
much impressed with arguments — from a variety 
of sources — that marina development is not a 
suitable use for Saanichton Bay, and would 
seriously affect the style of life enjoyed by 
residents on the Tsawout Indian reserve.
Wheaton has been quoted as saying that the turn­
down decision was a political one, and that he and 
his fellow developer have lost out on a “side issue of 
Indian militancy.” He also decries the expending of 
“thousands of dollars” by his firm and the 
government on studies of the proposal.
Neither contention, we believe, has much
validity. '
To label the stand taken by members of the 
Tsawout band as militant, simply because they 
were prepared to defend against unwelcome in­
trusions on their heritage and traditional way of 
life, seems to suggest that their defence was 
somehow excessive and that they should have 
folded in the face of opposition from those whose 
object is profit rather than protection of the en­
vironment.
And to plead for sympathy because of money 
spent in promotion of thf' marina scheme is to 
suggest that we don’t understand the role of 
developers. The funds invested in this project may 
be lost, but they are one of the expenses of doing 
business as promoters. Bemoaning this loss is 
tantamount to liaving us believe tlie amount of 
money spent in pi’omoting a development scheme 
ought to liave an effect on its approval.
Central Saanich politicians have never been as 
clear in tlieir defence of the marina proposal. 
Public deliate on tlie issue last year did not inciude 
any definitive statement from a majority of council 
ot/reasons for (lieir support. One can only assume 
that the object was more lax dollars; and it’s an 
assumption witli logic on its side.
One of the district’s most pressing problems is 
the difficulty of providing more and more services, 
paid for from a largely residential tax base.
Central Saanich must encourage some form ol 
commercial and industrial development, and 
marinas are a reasonable choice.
Where councillors erred, we believe, was not in 
their broad objective', bill in the specifics of their 
decision. Many more locations exist in the 
municipality where tax pi'oducing commercial 
enter|)i'iHcs can exist and exist without 
dramatically altering the community’s continuing 
beauty and rural atmosphere.
In the final analysis, however, we have supported 
the native people in their fight for one simple 
reason: they didn’t want hundreds of boats parked 
in tlieir front yard, and we agreed with their right 
to demand that tliat not happen.
A recent press release from the B.C. School 
Trustees Association says that that group 
recommends a government inquiry before any 
further reductions are made in the pupil / teacher 
ratio. It goes on to describe such reductions as “the 
single most costly action school boards can take.
We heartily agree.
Even more, we wonder why something hasn t 
been done on a local level to hold a firmer line on 
school spending — 88 percent of which is devoted to 
salaries, most of it' for teaching staff.
There have been those who have tried. Trustee 
Jack Armstrong, chairman of the peninsula school 
board finance committee, called for substantial 
further cuts in the district budget — up one-third 
over last year — mainly by reducing the number of 
new teachers to be hired.
Sidney Aldermen Hugh Hollingworth and Peter 
Malcolm gave it a back door try when they 
suggested, during a recent town budget discussion, 
that funds for road and sewers to serve the 
proposed new South Sidney school not be approved 
— effectively stalling construction and staffing of 
that facility.
Attacking any of the new innovations in 
education, or the lowered pupil • / teacher ratio is. 
professional educators would have you believe, 
akin to attacking motherhood. To do so makes the 
attacker somehow less than hurrian. Who, after all, 
would have the audacity to suggest that our system 
of education could move backvvard — at least as far 
as costly frills are concerned? And there s little 
doubt in our mind that lowered pupil teacher 
ratios are a frill — one of the most costly ever in­
vented.
It’s going to take a few more weeks for the final 
impact of the school budget to really be brought 
home to peninsula residents; then a few more 
weeks while they get used to the idea. By then, local 
politicians will be gearing up for the annual Fall 
run for office, and we wouldn’t be at all surprised if 
frugality in public spending - particularly at the 
school board — isn’t a strong campaign issue.
Editor, the Review. Sir:
May we, through the 
medium of your newspaper, 
e.xpress our sincere thanks to 
the Mountain View Au.xiliary 
for their untiring deeds of love 
tow-ards the residents of the 
Home.
The weekly entertainment 
features, music, bingo, etc. 
are enjoyed immensely by the 
guests.
Also, the concerts at “Silver 
Threads” and programs at 
“Corner Stone” are looked 
forward to each week; and a 
sincere thank-you to everyone 
who has been responsible to 
bring these extra pleasures to 
them.
Last but not least we wish to 
thank the Mt. Newton School 
students and teachers who 
participated in the weekly 
visitation and adoption 
program of the residents of 
the Home.
Thanks to one and all for 
your kindness and God bless 
each one.
New management will be 
taking over on May 1. We 
congratulate them and wish 
them every success in their 
new work.
Sincerely, 
The Pfannmuller and Skoretz 
Families
.Mrs. E.E. Harper, free food 
stall; Mrs. Ada Barner, 
matron and Mother of the 
Protestant orphanage; Hon. 
Frank Ross, Lieutenant- 
Governor; Mrs. Watling, 
president. White, Cane Club; 
Mr. Fred Landsberg, Sun­
shine Camp, Sooke; Mrs. 
Marjorie Naysmith, swim 
instructor; Mr. Freeman 
King, naturalist to all ages.
Many more have been 
honoured by this, the oldest 
and most coveted award of its 
kind in the area.
From the early part of May 
to the June 15th deadline, the 
Native Sons of B.C. invite your 
personal nomination. Full 
details of why you consider the 
person should be nominated, 
along with their name and 
address. You must also give 
your own name and address, 
which will be held in con­
fidence.
Entries may come from 
Sooke to Sidney, and south of 
the Malahat, and addressed 
to;
Mr. J. Sullivan. Secretary, 
Post .No. 1 Native Sons of 
B.C.
3104 Richmond Avenue, 
Victoria, B.C.
Sunday, May 18,1975 
Whitsunday 
ST. MARY’S
9;00a.m. Holy Communion 
9; 45 a.m. Matins
ST. STEPHEN’S 
ILOOa.m. Sunday School 
ll;15a.m. HolyCom-
munion
Rev. Ivan Futter 
652-28 r2
Anglican Church of Canada
THE PARISH OF 
NORTH SAANICH
ASSE.MBLY OF GOD 
(P.A.O.C.)
9182 E. Saanich Rd. 
North off McTavish
DAY OF PENTECOST 
9;45a.m. Sunday School 
11; 00 a.m. Morning worship
“THE COMFORTER HAS 
COME“
7;00p.m. Evangelistic 
“Spoken by the prophet 
Joel”
Sunday May 18th , 




8:00 a.m. Holy Communion 
10:00 a.m. Morning Prayer 
Preacher Rev. P. Parker
ST. ANDREWS CHURCH: 
3rd St.. Sidney 
2 blocks S of Beacon 
8:00 a.m. Holy Communion 










TUESDAY.7:30 p.m. Bible 
Study & Prayer. 
WEDNESD.AY 7:30 p.m. 
W.M.C.




Rev. C.A. Barker, 
Telephone 656-2545
Sunday, May 18,1975 
Pentecost or Whitsunday 
8:30 a.m. Holy Communion 
ILOOa.m. MorningPrayer 
11:00 a.m. Sunday School 
in the Hall 
Rev. W. Dobson 652-3860
Editor, The Review, Sir;
Do you have a friend or 
neighbour who gives help to a 
family or community?
If so, that person could — 
and should — receive public 
acclaim, and the Good 
Citizens Medal from the 
Native Sons of B.C.
This award was started in 
1927, and has gone to all 
sections of the community. 
Both the modest worker or 
pensioner, and the well to do 
philanthropist — money alone 
does not gain this award.
Only the acts to neighbours, 
districts or community, with 
no thought of personal gain 
can merit this award. From 
down through the years, these 
names taken at random will 
again warm the hearts of 
those who have been helped.
Intolerance
Editor, The Review, Sir:
On behalf of Saanich 
Peninsula Arts and Crafts, I 
would like to thank you and 
your staff for the wonderful 
coverage you gave our 22nd 
Annual Show.
A great many people work 
very hard every year to make 
this show interesting and 
enjoyable for all who come to 
see it. We realize that no 
matter how hard we worked, if 
we did not have cooperation 
with our local newspapers and 
others in the community, we 
could not have the success we 
did this year.
I would add a special thanks 
to Pat Manning, who covered 
all aspects of the Show so 








Sunday May 18,1975 
9:45 a.m. Sunday Bible
School for all ages 
11:00 a.m. “The Great 
Realities of the other world’
United Church 
Of Canada
SIDNEY AND NORTH 
SAANICH 
Rev. R. Hori Pratt 
Church Office - 6563213 
Manse - 656-1930 
ST. JOHN’S DEEP COVE 
Service Worship 9:30 a.m.
ST. PAUL’S SIDNEY 
Services of Worship 11:00
a.m.
7:00 p.m. Rodney Loewen 
missionary’ toEthiopia
Pastor Darrel Eddy 
656-5012
Tuesday, 6:30 p.m. 
Pioneer Girls 
Wednesday, 7:30 p. m. 
“Bible Study and 
Prayer Time 
The Parables of J esus
Sunday School 11:00 a.m. 
CENTRAL SAANICH 
Rev. JohnM. Wood, B.A. 
Church Office 652-2713 
Manse 652-2748 
SHADY CREEK 
7180 East Saanich Road 
Family Service and 
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.




Now Hint tho provincial povcrnmcnl has decided 
to support native views on the corruption of 
Saanichton Bav with a lai’ite marina, perhaps tlie 
Tsawout band‘will consider reciiirocating by or­
dering removal of the billboards polluting the view 
through the r(>serve on the I’at Bay highway.
It was an interesting experience for spectators at 
Monday’s meeting of the (Jentral Saanich sub­
division and zoning committee, watching elected 
officials try their adroit best to keep their, 
prejcudice neatly tucked away as they discussed 
eviction of boat-dwellers from Brentwood Bay.
No one led off with: ‘some of my best friends 
are...’ but it came close.
Aid. Percy Lazarz made it cpiite clear that while 
he didn’t “quarrel with their life-style,” he cer­
tainly didn’t want them living in his community.
Contrasted with this was discussion centred on 
the view that of course this wouldn’t apply to 
tourists or other, similar, good people who might 
want to while away a few days in municipal waters.
Nidurally they are welcome.. even though tliey
may not possess sewage holding tanks and may 
contribute nothing to municipal coffers ■ while 
many permanent boat residents have repeatedly 
expressed their willingness to provide both.
Now Central Saanich is preiiared to issue eviction 
notices and carry the matter to the courts, largely, 
we believe, liecause of intolerance.
Individual memln'r;-. of council will deny this 
allegation; claiming instead that their concerns 
are with pollution and lost revenue and aesthetics 
and never once considering that all an' problems 
capable of solution without eviction.
The truth is. we tielieve, that councillors.. and
many of their consituents are simply practicing 
a sophisticated form of discrimination, with no 
obvious concern for the acute housing problems 
facing our society, and what should be the right ol 
every citi'/.en to enjoy his own style of life ns long as 
it doesn’t infringe on others.
What’s the postal code for 
your house, your business, or 
an apartment building across 
town, or a friend across 
Canada? Fast answers to 
these questions are available 
in the Victoria post office.
A specially trained staff 
mans the postal code unit in 
the main Victoria post office 
to answer telephone or mail 
enquiries about the make-up 
of the postal code, the correct 
code nr codes to use for local 
addresses or any address 
across Canada.
The postal code unit 
responds to more than 100 
phono enquiries every day and 
has coded mailing lists for 
companies, associations, 
societies and individuals in­
volving more than half a 
million Canadian addresses.
The Victoria postal cotlo 
unit is located in room '203-r230 
Government St., Victoria, 
B.C. VnW 2Y8, They man the 
telephone at388-3419 from 8:00 
a.m. to 4:00 p.m, - Monday
through Fridays.
There is no charge for 
having your mailing lists 
coded. The code unit will even 
code your Christmas card list.
Code usage by post office 
customers has been growing 
steadily since the coding of all 
Canadian addresses was 
completed in November, 1973, 
To accelerate its own plans for 
using the postal code which 
aids both manually and 
machine-assisted sortation of 
mail, the post office is seeking 





Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 
Morning Service 11:00 a.m.
SIDNEY BIBLE CHAPEL
j 9830 5 th Street
I Sunday
9:30 a.m. The Lord’s
Supper
11:00 a.m. P’amily Bible
Hour
and Sunday School 
7:00 p.m. Evening Service 
Wednesday
8p.m. Prayer & Bible Study 
Jesus said
“I am the Light of the 
World”
Wed. F'ellowship 8:00 p.m. 
Sun. 9:00a.mWorship 
1st. Memorial Chapel 
4725 Fa la iso C res. 
Royal Oak




The advantage of using the 
postal code is that the post 
office will be able to provide 
improved mail service lo all 
customers. The postal code 
was introduced to help in 
handling five billion pieces of 
mail Canadian post offices 
handle yearly. The Victoria 
post office handles more than 






Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:00
a.m.
Praise Wednesday 8:00 
p.m.
ou ng P ooplo F ri da y 7: :?0 
p.m.
WELCOME
OUR LADY OF THE 
ASSUMPTION 
7726 W. Saanich Road 
Saturday Mass 8p.ni,
Sunday Mass 9 a.m,
ST EIJZABETH’S CHURCH 










The Saanich Pioneer Society will hold its annual banquet at 
the Pioneer Log Cabin Museum, Saanichton Fair Grounds, on 
Saturday, May24at7:00 p.m. Members and friends are urged to 
get their tickets early as they are are going fast, 'rickets may he 




' Rest Haven Drive, Sidney 
SERVICES 




ALL ARE WELCOME 
Pastor A, Ramsay 
Phone 656-2756 
656-1121
Your six communllv Chnpols. 
Indopondonf F.imilv Owned 
nnd Conliollod. Snnds since 
1912.
WE CARE 
Dedicated to Service 
Sensilile Prices
Guests for the past week at the home of Mr. W.K. Oakes, 7121 
West Saanich Road, were his sister-in-law, Miss Norn Keen of 
Calgary, his daughter-in-law, Mrs. .Michael Oakes of Calgary, 
and her mother, Mrs. .loyee 'I’releavin of Red Deer,
Mrs. Edith Harris of Annapolis Royal, Nova Scotia, returned 
home on Sunday after a month's holiday with her sister and 





Saiuls Chapel of Hoses 
l-’om’tli Street 
siDNUY mwm
Mr. and Mrs, Ted Martin have returned to their Rrentwoixl 
Drive home after six,-nding three months in California, Making 
their base at llemel, tliey enjoyed visiting many interesting 
lilaees in the state, and Had a visit with Mrs. George Harrington 





SpocInlUioq in shlpplno to ot 




Servlod Vnnrmiver Ifilnild 
Cilll Colli'cl
A DIVISION or SANDS 
VIC I ON I A, .11)11 Sl.SS 
SIDNDY, A5(S 2937 
COUWOOD, .1711 31121 
DUNCAN, 7.1A '.212 
LADYSMITH, 2.15-2331 
NANAIMO, 753 2032
Wednesday, May 14, 1975 THE REVIEW
The Jack Scott Column WItli A FiitMr©
Stewart, the son of one of my 
favorite editors, is at that age 
when there are many 
beckoning forks in the road 
and he must elect one to 
follow.
The poor lad is thus exposed 
to great gobs of well-meaning 
advice from his seniors who 
are convinced they’ve the 
secret to what every young 
man should know in choosing 
a career.
Alone among this choir is
the reedy voice of your 
correspondent urging him into 
the field of television.
Most of the newspaper 
brethern look upon “the boob 
tube,” as they invariably call 
it, with either scorn or con­
tempt—not without some 
justification—and while many 
newspapermen move on to 
public relations or advertising 
very few make the transition 
into tho visual field.
There remains, too, a strong
feeling that it is a competitive 
medium and that to give it any 
encouragement whatever is to 
brand yourself a Benedict 
Arnold, just as, in the early 
days of radio, many 
newspapers declined to run 
the listings of programs in the 
belief that it was foolish to 
boost the wares in the op­
position’s store.
It’s not a view I’ve shared. 
Being as unfulfilled as it is, the 
crystal ball of TV is clouded.
Still, 1 don't see how it can 
play anything but a strongly 
complementary role to 
newspapers. We know already 
that circulation figures have 
gone up steadily (wen as 
television viewing has in­
creased. I believe there’ll 
always be ample room in the 
bed of journalism for the two.
I’m touting young Stewart 
on television because I 
believe that within the next 10 
years, if not sooner, it will be,
indisputably the strongest 
force in shaoing public 
opinion.
However superior the 
newspapers may be in the 
chronicling of hard fact and, 
as I sec il, in providing a 
commentary on current 
history, the impact of the 
picture will be felt by the mass 
audience as it never has been 
through any other means of 
communication. I’d go so far 
as lo predict that television
r
Do you think International Women’s 
Year will make any difference?
PAT HANRY 
Sidney
Not immediately. It’s 
good they’re doing it but 




It’s probably getting 
women more attention, 
and that’s a good thing.
LILLIAN TESTART 
Victoria
Yes. The publicity will 
get more women in­
volved, rather than just 




I think every year 




It will probably make 
things a little worse for 
us. We were better off 
when we were being 
sneaky. Chivalry is 
dead, and they are doing 
a lot to kill it,
will raise th(' whole level of 
understanding and awareness 
of what’s going on in the world 
by reaching those who now, 
through laziness or disinterest 
or whatever it is, make up a 
majority of the uninfoianed 
and, it often seems, the un­
caring.
1 think, for example, of the 
Watergate hearings and the 
subsequent resignation of 
President Nixon. It is true that 
this was a triumph in the 
beginning for digging 
new'spapermcn, but it was 
equally a triumph for the 
penetrating eye of television. 
Millions of viewers who might 
otherwise have seen all this 
only in generalities w'ere in­
timately exposed to a con­
tinuing story. Again, in the 
case of the assassination of 
President Kennedy, it was 
television that brought reality 
into the living rooms as print 
simply could not.
As I've been telling young 
Stewart, this thing has un­
dreamed-of possibilities that 
should challenge any young 
joirnalist-lo-be. At the 
moment it is no more than a 
w'ind-up toy, barren of bold 
imagination and any working 
concept of what it can mean. 
But when it comes of age it 
will be the purest form of 
transporting information.
Already, though it has a long 
way to go, television shows us, 
warts and all, the faces of the 
men of destiny. The pageant of 
human affairs is being 
enacted before our eyes. One 
day, when it has fully realized 
its possibilities, television will 
be the most compelling in­
fluence in our lives.
It’s my hunch that when this 
day comes, that the full 
maturity of TV is realized, the 
newspapers will adjust finally 
to a new role. People will turn 
to their newspapers for that 
which is not visual, for the 
story behind the scenes and 
the interpretation of what does 
not meet the eye. In effect, 
they will become partners, in 
many ways dependent upon 
each other.
Television today, as I’ve 
been telling young Stewart, 
offers the greater challenge 
and the greater rewards only 
because it has so far to go, 
because there’s so much more 
to do in a pioneering role. 
That, as any young man will 











YOU CAN SAVE ’500 ON A DAVID 







Thanks, .lane, for a jnli well done
UMW /
Welcome, Susan (o Hie fold.
After six years of attending to the needs of the folks who do hnsiness with Sidney 
llealty, .lane Williams Is leaving to raise a family.
Susan flosling Is taking over where .lane left off and will provide the same effieiimt 
friendly service.
Drop in and make* her aeqnalntanee.
JOHN BRUCE SH. JOHN BHUCEJR.
SIDNEY REALTY LTD.
RKAl- i:.BTATi: INBI-JRAMCi:




Farm & Industrial Equipment / Pumps & Irrigation
?X)7() KI'ATING X ROAD / Por Soivinn; Tolnphoim: 02755 < |
Prices Effective: 
May 14th-17th
In your I’riendly 
Sidney
Safeway Store 







Canada No. 1 
Approx. 12 Oz. 
Net Weight 2-79$
Potato Chips
Party Pride. Assorted 
Varieties. 8y4 Oz.













1 Gallon Plastic *269
Ozark Briquets
Wholo Ffyors




Serve Deep Fried 
with Chips.
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PARKLAND POET ATTENDS EVIC SVMPOSIEM
■
The life of Canadian doctor 
Norman Bethune was the 
inspiration for a series of 
poems presented by a 
Parkland student to a recent 
University of Victoria sym­
posium.
Cheryl Simon was one of 
twentyrfour students who, 
with their advisors, par­
ticipated in the three day 
series of seminars which 
began May 8.
The symposium was open to 
senior secondary students 
throughout the province. The 
papers, either creative 
writing or research, were 
submitted and selected by 
faculty committees from over 
200 entries.
Cheryl, who has been 
writing poetry seriously for 
about three years , chose 
Dr. Bethune as the subject of 
her poetry submission after 
having studied his life.
She said Bethune was 
brought to her attention by her 
mother when she was in 
search of a myth arounc
PaMand School Student Cheryl Simon. Bethune was a Canadian
doctor who is more of a myth 
outside Canada, she said. He 
served in the Spanish civil 
war, organizing field hospitals 
and medical support for the 
Loyalist anti-fascist forces.
He later served in China 
during the revolution, again 
doing field medical work. He 
died in the field, and is 
revered throughout China as a 
revolutionary hero.
Cheryl chose Bethune as the 
inspiration for her work 
because, “after reading about 
his life I became involved with 
him as a person
“I personally identified with 
him and found parallels 
between life today and life in 
his time.”
She said many Canadians 
she has spoken with, including 
many of the people attending 
her presentation, did not know 
who Bethune was.
“He died as a hero in 
another country but has been 
virtually ignored in Canada.'
Cheryl found much of the 
writing about Bethune was 
biased. “He was a comm- 
munist and that made him an
outcast in many ways,” she 
said.
Before beginning the 
Bethune series, Cheryl had 
read Michael Ondaatje’s 
poems. The Collected Works 
of Billy the Kid, in which the 
poet deals with Billy the Kid 
as a myth distorted.
“This work gave me some 
direction on how to approach 
the problem of portraying a 
character surrounded by 
myth, she said.
The result is a series of 
poems in which the poet and
Bethune interact in various 
ways.
“1 enjoyed the symposium,” 
she said, “but 1 was a little 
disappointed. Some sub­
missions were excellent, but 
the quality of discussion in my 
own creative writing class is 
much higher than in the 
symposium group.
One problem, she said, was 
that many of the group did not 
know who Bethune was, “This 
shows the extent to which he 
has been ignored in. this 
country.”
TRY SOME BAKED 
IGOODNESS TO-DAY
Bowling Banquet
The Monday Mermaids 
bowling league held their 
banquet and presentation of 
trophies on Wednesday May 7, 
at the Peacock Restaurant,
Beacon Ave., Sidney. Special 
guests were Mr. Paul Tur- 
cotte, manager of Sidney 
Lanes and wife Shirley. The
O.A.P.O.
A lovely summer-like day 
attracted a large number of 
visitors to the Mt. Newton 
extended care hospital on May 
12 to honour the birthdate of 
Florence Nightingale, founder 
of the nursing profession. 
Among those who attended 
and also co-hosted the af­
ternoon proceedings were 
thirty members of the Sidney 
Old Age Pensioners’ 
Organization No. 25 under the 
convenership of Mary 
Charlesworth.
For fund raising, there were 
items for raffling, a sale of 
work done by patients, and 
paintings and art work also 
done by patients at the 
hospital.
A ctlourful fashion show
was presented showing off the 
creations to muted 
background music played by 
Nora Oldfield on the piano.
Mrs. Ann Spicer spoke on 
the value of these visits to 
staff and patient alike, and 
warmly thanked all those 
organizations who had 
donated equipment and 
mobile units for the patients 
comfort; the O.A.P.O. No. 25 
for assisting in hosting the 
afternoon and also for 
donating the cookies for the 
tea served by the co- 
ordainting committee. ,
The Reverand Futter said 
the dedication prayer to the 
memory of Florence 
Nightingale at the opening of 
Hospital Day at,2 ,p.m.
trophies were presented by 
Mr. Turcotte to the following; 
A. Champs - “Pin Ups” - T. 
Morris, D. Beers, H. Flem­
ming, A. Brown, N. Brain; 
Runners Up - “Snowbirds” - 
A. Ritchie, L. Short, A. Budd, 
C. Thompson, G. Askin.
B. Champs - “pot Luck” - R. 
Kobierski, F. Bill, E. Ens, G. 
Jack, B. DeBurgh; Runners 
Up. “Hoodoos” - F. Garner, A. 
Braithwaite, S. Pleasance, C. 
Booth, E. Haertel.
Most points for year - 
“Strike Outs” - L. Blow, V. 
Murray, M. Pritchard, L. 
Ritchie, D. Wakefield.
Team High Three 
“Pinheads” - M. Stockall, J. 
Okmed, G. Beck, J. Armour, 
E. Saunders.
Team Hi Single - hopefuls - 
S. Cooper, E. McWilliams, L. 
Neiforth, V. Wilson, A. Nunn.
Most Improved - H. 
McLeod; High Average - S. 
Cooper; High Three - B. 
Roberts; High Single - L. 
Noble.
Pins were given to all 
bowlers who reached the high 
games.
Following the presentations 
the election of officers was 
held for the 1975-76 season: 
President, Gladys Jack; vice 
president, Shirley Cooper; 
Secretary - Pam Van Ness; 
Treasurer - L. Neiforth.
The ladies next season 
commences on Sept. 8, 1975, 





9:30 a.m. - Carpet bowling 
10 a.m. - Liquid embroidery - weaving 
Noon - Lunch
1 p.m. - Dressmaking - bridge - beadwork 
7 p.m. - Crib
10 a.m. - Needlepoint - keep fit 
Noon - Lunch
1:30 - Stretch & Sew - knitting
2 p.m. - Jacko 
7 p.m. - Evening Cards 
1 p.m. to 4 p.m. - Open for Drop-ins 
ip.m. to 4 p.m.-Open for Drop-ins 
Open 1 p.m. - 4 p.m.
10 a.m. - Oil Painting - Serenaders 
Noon - Lunch
1 p.m. - Watercolours - Oils 
1:15 p.m. - Whist 
7 p.m. - Shuffleboard 
10 a.m. - Rug Hooking - Novelties ,
10:30 a.m. - Mah-jongg
Noon - Hot Dinner
2 p.m. - Concert - Nancy Russel’s 
Hawaiian Show
DAILY. - Horseshoes - Cards - Shuffleboard. Morning coffee and 
afternoon tea served every day Mon. to Fri. with a special Hot 





Tender for Coffee Shop/Newsstand/Gift Shop
The Ministry of Transport is seeking bids for the op­
portunity of providing coffee shop—/ newsstand / gift 
shop services at Victoria Airport.
The concessionaire will be serving an expected 1975 
market of 430,000 passengers plus well-wishers, 
greeters and staff. He will be expected to provide a 
good level of service in catering to the market.
The successful bidder will enter into a five year con­
tract for this exclusive concession commencing July 1, 
1975.
Sat, May 17 
Sun., May 18 
Mon., May 19 
Tues., May 20
Wed., May 21
Sealed and identified tenders will be received up to 3:00 
P.M., Wednesday, May 28, 1075 in the office of the 
Airport Manager, Victoria International Airport 
Sidney, B.C.
All enquiries and applications for tender documents 
should be addressed to;
Ministry of Transport Mr. J. Mills
Airport Marketing & Properties Acting Airport Manager, 
739 West Hastings Street, Vietoria International




Post Office service on 
Victoria Day, May 10, will be 
as follows: letter carrier 
delivery nil, rural mail 
delivery ■ nil, wicket services - 
nil, special delivery - normal
holiday service, mail receipts 
and despatches - normal 
holiday service, street letter 
box collections - normal 
















Centennial Park - Sunday May 25
Karina Rudhardt serves our delicious 
chocolate cake
FRESH DAILY-CAKES, PASTRIES, BREAD
(in the event of rain this is rescheduled for 
Sunday June 1st.)
MASS at 12 Noon followed by Picnic 
Bring lunch - coffee & ice-cream supplied.
Standard Steel’s Guarantee













Stnndui'd Steel iincondilloiiiilly guarantees lo hent any 
competitor’s advertised or quoted price on a quonset hullding 
of similar specifications. Just show us the details, aud we’ll 
heat the price. This Is a Itmited time offer — So hoiTy, aud 
you can save up to $500.
i*IIONE OR CLIP COUPON FOR FREE 
BROCHURE ON BUILDING ENGINEERED 
TO NATIONAL BUILDING CODE STAN-
PUK ES EKEECriVE THUBS., I’BI. & SA'l'.
ISLAND VIEW FREEZER LTD.
7005 E. Saanich fid. 652-2411
New SUa e Huui .s 8 .5 Mond.'iy Thru SM
1 Niimt' Tolo|)lrono j
Address ..................
.............rpsiilfpllp...................
Dale r'liMinlnd lo nulld
5170 of auildlnri Planned Width X Lonoth
STANDARD STEEL BUILDINGS
lUnill S. Eraser Way, Suite 2(lft,
Ahhoisford. B.U. Uall (’olleel (00D 853-5715
............ ........ ......... Bi:NA./-7i..
SIDNEY BAKERY







First Week/May 15-21 
CUMBERLAND 
Empire Day Celebrations May 15-19
Thursday May 15 Baseball Championships - Village Little 
League Annual May Day semi finals and finals 6;30 pm 
Village Little League Park.
Friday May 16 Baseball Championships continue.
Saturday May 17 Baseball Championships continue. 
Sunday May 18 Oldtimers Annual Soccer Game 1 pm Vil­
lage Park. , A.on
Monday May 19 Empire Day Highland Dancing 10.30 
Village Park or if rained out C.R.L. Hall.
Empire Day Sports 11 am Village Park.
'Bill Moncriet 336-2111.
Tuesday May 20 International Village: Centennial Square, 
10 am to dusk.
Rocking Chair Marathon, Hillside Shopping Centre. 
Wednesday May 21 International Village: Centennial Square, 
10 am to dusk.
Labatt's Great Penny Farthing Race, Victoria Area.
am
CEDAR
SOFTBALL Empire Day Weekend. Ladies Softball Tourna­
ment May 17, 18, 19 - 10 am til dusk Cedar Jr. Sec. School 
Gould Rd. Cedar Supper and dance, beer test, concession 
stand. ‘C. Thompson Nanaimo 753-1605.
NANAIMO
DUNCAN
TRACK & FIELD G. R. Pearkos Track & Field Meet May 17, 
18 - 11 am Gyro Track Cowichan Senior Sec, Scliool James 
Street Washinglon. ‘Len Mayca 746-5951.
Empire Day
Friday May 16 Crowning of May Quooh - 7:30 pm Nanaimo 
Civic Arena. This has been a continuous event fo’ we over 
100 years. Tho crowning, a 2'h hour programme, is follow 
by the traditionaf torch light parade.
Saturday May 17 Cedar Valley Riding Club Pancake Broak-
Sgge^Spoffl'I^Md'G^^ Club Grounds 10 am. Official 
Opening 1 pm Childrens sports and tug of war^
Fireworks Display at dusk in front of Gnorgia Park,^
Sunday May 18 CodaT Vafloy Riding Club Rodeo 12 noon. 
Band Concert Georgia Park 7 pm.
Toon Ago Danco Civic Arena. ,
l-iiuwoi'ks Display at dusk in front rJ Georgia Park,
Monday May 19 Empire Day Parade If am througli down­
town Nanaimo,
Fish and Game Seafood Barbecue pm.
M/eyway opens May 14 and nins lo May ID Daily.
■p, Litllowood 753-4388.
NANAIMO
HORSE SHOE PITCHING British Columbia Intcrnalional 
May 18 19 - 10 am Exhibition Park 2210 Bowen Road. May 
18 - Mens A,B,C,D,E - May 19 - Seniors (60 i ), Juniors 16 
and under, ‘James Archibald 754-5061.
LACROSSE Sr. A Lacrosse Coquillam Adanacs vs Nanaimo 
Timbcrmen May 17 - 7:30 pm Nanaimo Civic Arena, Frank 
Coopor753-8040.
LOGGERS SPORTS Nanaimo Empire Day Loggers Sports 
May 17 - Registration 0 am; Preliminaries 10 am: Finals 1 
pm Nanaimo Fish & Game Club Harewood Rd. Member ol 
Canlog Canadian Logger Sports Assoc, ‘Ed Skeelcs 
390-4048.
RODEO Lillie Biilulies Roduo May IB - 1 pm Extiibition 
Park Bowen Rd. Open to all children 16 years ol ago and 
under, ‘Tom HowitI 753-3674.
SKIING B.C, r estival Ski Races May 18-12 noon Green 
Mountain Ski Area 36 miles Wosl of Nanaimo. ‘Manirod 
Mayer 754-2831.
VICTORIA
Victoria Day Celebrations May 16-25
Friday May 16 Archory: Canadian Trials, Lambrick Park, 
Snlurdnv May 17 Arcliory: Canadian Trials, Lambrick Pmk,  Forces Day: CFD Esquimau, Dockyard 1 pmloS P-'J' 
Kinsmen Parado: Monzies, Govornmont and Dougla.. Stroolo,
BancrConcort; Cameron Bandsholl, Beacon l-lill Par, 7 pm, 
Glass Bolllo Colloctors Gliow: George f oarkos Arena,
Sail Pasl: Power and Sail, Inner Harbour, 6 pm.
Air Rally; Victoria Inlornalional AIrporl,
Aorobalics: Snowbird loam, Beacon
Pmachutos; Skyhawk Team, Beacon Hill Park, 10:30-11:00
Fibron Show: 500 Fori Strnol, 10:00 am - 5:30 pm.
Sunday May 18 Arclinry; Canadian Trials, Lambrick 
Glass Dotllo Collectors Show; Goorgo Pearkos Arena,
Fibres Show; 500 Fort Slrool, 10:00 am - 5:30 pm.
Fun Frolic; Douglas and Yales Slroots and Contonnlal
PORT HARDY
MOTORSPORT Missing Link Car Rally May 17 10 am from 
Parliament Buildings Vicloria ending in Port Hardy on May 




Square, 2 pm 0 pm. 




CosUimo Parado: Contonnral Square, 3;30 pm.
Sunset Ceremony; Conlonnial Square, 8:30 pm ■ J P'lb 
Torclilighl Parado; City I tall lo Fmpress Hotel, 9:30
May Queen Proerjssion. Em|iro;.s Hotel lo Parllamcnl 
inqr',, 10:00 pm - 10:15 pm.
Crowning ol May Queen: Pariinmnnt Buildings, slops, 10:lo - 
10:30 piii,
FIrtrworks: Victoria inner Harbour. ....
Band Cuiiceil. Gaiiieioii nancl:.liell, Bi ar.nn Hill I ark, 3 pni
Monday May 19 Ardiery; Canadian Trials, Lambrick Park, 
Fibres Show: 500 Fori Strnnt, 10:00 am - 5:30 pm.
Band Concert; Camrrron Onnrislinll, Beacon Hill I ark, 3 pnT 
Vir-luiia Day Parade: Mnylnir r^nnlre in Siinnrinr Slrnel, 10:00 
am-12:30 pm,Qorqo Roflaltn; Gorgo Park, 1 pm - 5 pm
Inlornalional Villario; Conlonnial Square, 10 am lo dusk.
CULTURAL Caiiincj Foundalion Intornalional Village May 
19 - May 25 10 am til dawn daily Centennial Square, Intor- 
nntionol foods, arts and liandicrallc daily witli inlornalional 
onlortainmont on tho stage each ovnning and Saturday and 
Sunday afternoon, "Mrs. Joy.cpha l-lorlst Sidney 656-6078, 
DARTS Provincial Darts Champinnsliip May 17, 18-11 am 
Canadian Legion Hall 022 Admirals. ‘K. I'owlor 478-1975. 
MOTORCYCLE RACING Gioatei Vicloria Vicloria Day Colo- 
brations May 19-1 pm, Wnsliington, ‘G, Lohrmann 
388-1773,
MOTORSPORT Vicloria Day Cliampionsliip May 19-1 pm 
to 7 pm Wostorn Speedway 650 Ilordon.Claimors and Super 
Slocks. "J. Bogg 380-5711.
RUGBY Bndlord vs Oak Bay Wanclorors 6:30 pm May 10. 
"K. Banks P.O. Box 2168 Vnncouvoi.
RUGBY Now Drinliton vs Castaways Hugby Gliib 6:30 pat
pm May 21 Now Brighlon looiball club Irom tiu) Nortli ol
England coming lioro'lo colobralo llioii Corilonnry,''K, Banks 
Bax 2168 Vancoiivor.
A progrnmmo of tho Community Recreation Branch
„ British Coiumbia 
^ Government
Department of Travel Industry
Hon, Ernost Hall, Mlnistor-R, L. Colby, Doputy Ministor
Pick up your froo "Schodulo of Evonfs" booklot at 
any B.C, Branch of tho Canadian Imporial Bank of 
Commnrcn, Rncrnntinn office or B.C. Automobile 
Associnflon office,
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WELL-KNOWN LOCAL ARTIST Sanscha Hall. With him (from left 
Herbert Seibner (right) , who to right) are photographer and artist 
recently sold one of his paintings for Karl Spreitz, artist Dave Anderson 
the sum of $4,000, was an interested and Mrs. M. Pavelic who acted as 
visitor to last week’s art show at one of the show judges.
SENIORS BOWLING
Sidney senior citizens 
bowling league ended a very 
enjoyable season with a 
meeting at the senior citizens 
centre last week.
After presentation of 
trophies and lapel pins, tea 
and coffee was served with 
sandwiches, cakes and 
cookies provided by league 
members and served by ladies 
of the centre.
A short business meeting 
followed with election of of­
ficers for75-76 season. Elected 
were: H. Mason, president; 
Mabel Slow, Vice-president; 
Kem Aberdeen, treasurer.
Movies taken by K. Aberdeen 
of members at the bowling 
alley were enjoyed. Stan­
dings: 1st place. Snowbirds— 
Bob McCormick, Kate Vallis, 
Kem Aberdeen, Alice Forbes, 
Harold Raymond; 2nd, Mabel 
Slow, Mona Boquist, Bert 
Bosher, Bill Booth, Irene 
Cruickshank.; 3rd, Marg 
Smith, Stuart Smith, Edith 
Barsness, Nancy Pugh, Lloyd 
Pugh. High triple - Men - H. 
Mason, Ladies - Hazel Wilson. 
High single - Men - Lloyd 
Pugh, Ladies - Sadie 
Holloway. High average - Men 







Recreation Committee has 
selected a 33-year-old man to 
head up the forthcoming 
recreation activities program 
for the peninsula.
Randy Aubie, who has 14- 
and-a-half years in the field of 
recreation will move here 
from Mt. Waddington B.C. 
where he presently holds a 
similar post. He was selected 
from a field of 80 applicants.
Aubie will commence work 
here within six weeks time 
and will receive an annual 
salary of $17,000.
You'll find a wide assortment ot light industrial and farm 
machinery and equipment on our, big sales floor-for the 
hobby farmer, the professional farmer and the 
industrial contractor! Drop in tor a look and a coffee!
BUTLER
FOR EQUIPMENT, SEE US!
BROTHERS
Farm & Industrial Equipment / Pumps & Irrigation 
2016 KEATING CROSSROADS, VICTORIA, B.C. 
For strrvice telephone 652-1121
IN THE RED
It cost the Town of Sidney 
$19.08 to collect an overdue bill 
from one of the governrhent 
wharves under control when 
all the legal fees were 
dispensed with.
Re-Elected To BCSTA Executive
A Saanich Peninsula school 
trustee has been re-elected to 
the executive of tho British 
Columbia School Trustees 
Association.
Rubymay Parrott was re­
elected at the annual con­
vention of the BCSTA in 
Vancouver last week. She will 
serve as the representative of 
the Vancouver Island BCSTA 
branch to the provincial 
executive.
Parrott reported a number 
of resolutions of interest to the 
peninsula school board were 
made at the three day con­
vention.
The conference passed a 
resolution recommending to 
the provincial government 
that local school boards be 
empowered to enter into local 
agreements with independent 
schools and Indian schools to 
cover joint use of facilities and 
services.
This sharing, which has 
been discussed by the Saanich 
Peninsula school board, could 
involve joint use of workshops, 
gyms and playing fields; 
sharing of the salaries of 
specialized teaching staff and 
joint participation in in- 
service training of teachers; 
and joint purchasing of 
equipment and supplies.
Of particular interest in this 
area would be an agreement 
to share the operation of 
school bus services with the 
Indian school.
Support was given to non­
public schools with a 
recommendation that legal 
status be given all non-public 
schools meeting the 
educational standards of the 
province.
Legal recognition would 
ensure exemption from 
municipal taxation and 
protection from prosecution 
under the Public Schools Act.
In the controversy around 
zonal or province-wide 
bargaining for teacher’s 
contracts, the convention has 
decided to support the recent 
recommendation of a standing 
committee of the legislature in 
favour of zonal bargaining.
The position of the BCSTA
before the recommendation of 
the legislative committee was 
made public had been in 
support of province-wide 
bargaining.
Parrott said, while the 
concept of zonal bargaining 
was supported at this con­
vention, the intention of the 
BCSTA is to support province­
wide bargaining “as a distant 
goal, something the 
association should continue to 
strive for.”
A zone would be co^iposed 
of a number of adjacent school 
districts of similar economic 
conditions. The formation of 
zones for the purpose of 
bargaining would not be 
compulsory, and in the words 
of the legislative committee, 
the right of a board and a 
teacher’s association “to 
exercise their local autonomy 
by bargaining at the local 
level.”
In other business at the 
convention, a workshop 
chaired by Trustee Parrott on 
developing local curricula was 
, described as successful. At­
tended by about 40 trustees, 
the group discussed the 
problems and responsibilities 
involved in developing 
curricula and courses con­
cerned with local issues.
Participants expressed 
their conern that new 
legislation authorizing school 
districts to develop courses of 
local relevance may lead to 
too much diversification
among districts, and sup­
ported the development of a 
core curriculum which would 
be adhered to by all districts.
There has been a proposal 
for a provincial core 
curriculum development 
committee, Parrott said, and 
a resolution was passed by the 
convention urging that 
trustees be represented on this 
committee.
The workshop expressed 
their concern that such a 
committee not be made up 
solely of educators. They felt 
the elected “lay voice of 




Check our prices 
before you buy or sell anything
— Used Furniture — T.V.’s Appliances.
— Tools — What have you.
For Prompt Free Estimates Phone (552-1711
ADVENTURE
PLAYGROUND
An adventure playground is 
one possible use for highways 
department land on East 
Saanich Road near Dean 
Park.
North Saanich Mayor Paul 
Grieve said Monday that he is 
attempting to negotiate lease 
or purchase of the former 
quarry site for use as 
municipal parkland.
With development of Dean 
Park Estates there will be 
more children in the area. 
Grieve said.
Although the district has 
large areas of parkland 
already, he added, it does not 
have a great number of neigh­
bourhood parks.
NOTICE
Club, Organizations, Hobby & Craft 
Groups, Scouts, Girl Guides etc. etc.
F’REE MALL bookings may be arranged for displays. 
Community Fund Drives, Etc. etc.
For reservation of space please contact 
Mr. G. Stober
Beacon Plaza Merchants Association 
Phone 656-4414











RESERVE EARLY FOR WEEKEND



























“Hi, I’m Bill Smith and I’m a Sidney resident. In joining 
ENSIGN CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH in Victoria as a sales 
representative I would like to offer all Sidney folks a truly 
‘personalized’ service. If you are in the market for a new 
Chrysler Plymouth or Valiant or even a good used car I 
would appreciate hearing from you. I am prepared to offer 
that little ‘extra’ service to all Sidney residents both dur 
ing the sale and more importantly AFTER the sale. Why 
not call me for your next automobile purchase at
ENSIGN CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH
















































WE WOULD LIKE TO ANNOUNCE THE 
OPENING OF OUR LATEST STORE
WEATHER
The following is the Supplied by the Atmospheric 
meterological for the week ending Environment Service for the week 
May n furnished by the Research ending May 11.
Station, Sidney. Maximum Temp, (May 9) 23C
Maximum Ternp. (May 7) 21.1C Minimum Temp. (May 6) 3C
Minimum Temp, (May 6) 3.33C Mean Temp. 12.OC
Minimum on grass ' 0.56 .44
Precipitation .45 "''“♦si Precipitation 13,80
Total Precipitation 14.24j Sunshine 49,5
s
.......................... .......... . . v;.;,.S'
' V ^ , ,,, ^ .A,
' y
For the time of ’your life ♦
1, Gallic coimliy ami lliu Williams I-akc Slampctlc. Dozens of rodeos ride 
lliiou((li the season. 2, Vancouver's Gaslown, ihe cobblestone honrl of a 
big new city, .1, Tea in ibe great Iradilion at ibe Ihiipress in Vicloria, 
Va'mouver Island, 4, I’edal away die day in the country or around 
Vancouver's .Stanley I’ark (all 1,000 acres of il). 5. A bogey at the Harrison 
I lol Springs' golf course. If you lliink you'd like lo slay al borne Ibis year 
we'll send you a lot more pictures ami Information write! Hritisb Columbia 
Department of Travel Industry, 1010 Wharf Street, Vicloria, Hritisli 
Columbia V8W 2/2, Or see your local travel agent.
♦ ♦
01»'riCIAN RICHARD ANDERSON STORE MANAGER
there^s no place like home.
★ New Prescriptions Filled In The 
Latest Eye Wear Fashions.
★ Cosmetic Tinting









* Prescription Sunglasses 
Or Duplicate Palis.
•k Optical Accessories.
* Eye Examinations Arranged.
k Sale Frames For The Economy Minded.
OAN MORRISON 
MGR. OPTICIAN 
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9441 Maryland Drive, 
Saturday May 17Ih 
1:00 to4:00
Truly a complete home. Not 
only are there 3 bedrooms on 
the main floor but a forth and 
possibly 5th downstairs if you 
don’t want a sewing room) 
other attractions inlcude rec. 
room, utility room, 2 pee bath 
downstairs and workshop. 
Large sundeck off dining area. 
75x126 lot with fenced rear 
yard only 1 block from the 
beach. MLS 11674. Asking 
$52,900
WILL TRADE APPROX .4 ACRE
lot in quality subdivision within ■ 
commuting distance of Edmonton - 
value to $15,000, for property of 
similar value on Southern Van­
couver Island, Reply to P.O. Box 
55, Edmonton, Alta. 16-tf
MEDICAL LABORATORY 
TECHNOLOGIST, permanent full 
and part-time position. Available 
June 1st. Rest Haven Hospital, 
Sidney. No week-ends. Phone; 





DOLL ON THIRD Street. Owner












Colosseum July 10, 1975. Chartered 





IIEACON AT 1st STREET
PIUCES EFFECTIVE 
THUKS. FRI. SAT.
We reserve the right to 
limit quantities
BINGO EVERY MONDAY night, 
Sanscha Hall, Doors 7 - Gmes 7:45. 










Dogwood Road. Sunny ac. 
with treed seclusion, close to 
golf course & beach. $25,000.
deep cove
l^A ac. level farmland with 20 
X 30 workshop, good ■ drilled 
well and perc. tested. Asking 
$33,500.
REWARD!!
We are almost sold out of 
listings of lots and small 
acreage. Please, call us if you 
are thinking of selling. Your 







use your spare time as earning 
power. For appointment telephone I 




AMBITIOUS PERSON required to 
apprentice as Bay Machine Ad­
juster. Must be mechanically 
inclined. Apply in writing to Glen 
C. Douglas, Ellenhammer In­




for general use 
Send $1 to:
Mr. Metric,
P.O. Box 637, 
Victoria, B.C.
VW '67. Excellent body and 
mechanical order. 67,000 miles, 3 
new tires, new battery, roof rack, 
tools, gas heater, etc. $725.00. 
Phone 656-1805. 20-1
BINGO K OF P HALL 8 p.m. 
every Thursday. Everybody 
welcome. 1**
STORE HOURS 
Monday to Saturday 
8:30 to
8:30 a.m. to 6;00 p.m. 
A-iday 8:30 a.m. to9:00 p.m.
18-3
.85 acre treed, view lot on 
Curteis Point. Municipal 
water asking $42,000.
BAR TENDER from ap­
proximately 4:00 p.m. - 9 :00 p.m. 4- 
5 days week. Glen Meadows Golf 
and Country Club. 656-3136.. 20-1
A SALE OF COW manure spon­
sored by Holstein 4-H, Calf Club. 
50c per bag. $10.00for pick-up load. 
Delivery on 10 sacks or over. 652- 
2278. 20-1
1958 INTERNATIONAL 
TRAVELLALL $125.00. 656- 
4084. 20-1
SIDNEY ECKANKAR centre, 9780 
Fourth St. Book sales, free 
literature - Satsang classes. Open 
hours; Monday 1-7 p.m.; Tuesday 
12-4 p.m.; Thursday 12-4 p.m. and 
7:30-9p.m. tl-tf
Sidney - spotless 2 bedroom 
home, 3rd bedroom or den 
downstairs. Beautifully 
landscaped yard, vegetable 




PRACTICAL NURSE, or 
equivalent, for doctor's office four 
day week. Must enclose resume of 
experience and references. Duties 
to include office work, 
bookkeeping filing, and nursing 
procedures. Apply Box F, Sidney 
Review. 20-1
FREE TO GOOD home 
Dachshund miniature Spaniel 
cross. Phone: 656-4977 . 20-1
1963 MORRIS OXFORD. Testing 
station approved. Snow tires. 
Price $375.00. or near cash offer for 
quick sale. Phone anytime 656- 
1997. 20-1
BOY'S GRADUATION suit. 
Excellent condition. Size 16-18. 
Phone; 656-2857,Towner Road. 20-1
12 FT. DINGHY, new sails by Ron 
Mac. Complete $550.00 . 656-6438.20- 
1
MAY MEETING, Sidney and 
North Saanich Garden Club, 
Monday, May 19, Margaret 
Vaughan - Birch IHall, Fourth St. at 
8:00 p.m. Speaker Mrs. Ena Mc­
Cabe, Victoria Horticulture 
Society judges, topic Judging of 
Narcissus. Competition, 
arrangement in a cup and saucer 
and collection of Irisor Tulips. 20-1
FULLY EXPERIENCED auto 
[mechanic required to operate 
Deep Cove garage. 656-1648 after 6 
I p.m. 20-1
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
PETSHOP This is a thriving 
business with excellent 
returns. Make your hobby pay 
you an income.
WOOD WORKING SHOP 
.75x130 ft. lot on Resthaven 
Drive' complete with solid 
32x60 ft. building. Enough 
room to blind a residence. 
What is your offer? Asking 
$38,000.




SEA & COUNTRY 
VIEWS
Custom built post and 
beam home. Over 1700 sq. 
ft. finished. 3 bedrooms, 3 
bathrooms, full basement 
partially developed, 2 car 
garage and workshop area. 
V2 acre lot. $89,500.00 
COUNTRY LIVING 
1300 sq. ft, 2 or 3 bedroom 
home in North Saanich. Lot 
- .7 acre. Detached car­
port, heated workshop, and 
greenhouse. $55,900.00.
CLAYTON ROAD 
2.09 acres of treed 
seclusion. Asking $30,000.00
ULAL LtilAfL lU.C > LIU.
9 I 2 Douylas St. 
1610 Island Highway
summer employment. Bank of 
Montreal, Sidney has full time 
teller position available for 
months ot July and August. Ex­






Large dining living area, IV2 
baths, w.w. carpet stove, 
fridge, drapes included. 
Private fenced yard & storage 




BOY IN 20's wants work around 
Sidney. Phone; 656-5172. 20-1
NEW-THREE pc. sectional - Pd. 
$550, sell $400; new - one plush tub 
chair - Pd. $165 - sell $85; tour 
stacktables and stand - black - non 
tarnish, $30; Teak table and 
chairs, new, Danish, Pd. $365 - sell 
$225; Teak buffet - chest, new, 
Danish - Pd. $125 - Sell $75; Teak 
Pedestal desk, $45; two end tables, 
excellent quality, $45 each with 
drawer; one barrel table, to match 
$85; one square table, to match 
$65 with drawers; child's bicycle 
(name brand) girls' $30; many 
decorator pillows, popcorn stiten, 
various prices; wool rug, 5x6, $12; 
2 heavy, wood, folding chairs 
(new) $9 each, wicker work. 656- 
2524. 20-1
21 FT. CHRISCRAFT cabin 
cruiser, double planked mahogany 
hull. Surveyed 1975. Beautiful 
condition. 656-5918. 29-1
DEAN PARK Property Owner's 
Association Annual Meeting 
Sansbury School, May 28, 1975 at 
8;00p.m. Seedisplayad. 20-1
21 FT. CABIN cruiser needs work, 
plus 100 H.P. Evinrude, in top 
shape. $2500.00tirm. 656-5918. 20-1
SIDNEY ELEMENTARY 
SCHOOL Spring Fair '75, Thur­
sday, May IS, 7 - 9 p.m. Home 
baking, white elephant, bingo, 
games room, craft, plants, etc. 20-1
JUNIOR ACCOUNTANT or
bookkeeper position desired in 
Sidney Area. Capable of A/P - 
A/R, payroll, posting and trial 






British Columbia Hydro 
and Power Authority
Invites tenders for —
Don’t toss cm
Rental of Dump Trucks “All 
Found Rate with Operator” 
for the Victoria Gas Depart-, 
ment for a period of 1 year - 1 
June 1975 to 31 May 1976 
Reference No. CQ 5117 
Closing Date: May 27, 1975
MOUNT VIEW TREE SERVICE, 
big orsmalLwedo them all. Fully 
insured and licensed; selective lot 
clearing and log buying. 479-3873 - 
Mobile 2M34. 18-12
JUST ME
Owner Wilt Dorman gives per­
sonal attention to all orders. 
PHONE 656-4754
SALTSPRING 
V2 acre seaview lot 
overlooking Stuart Channel. 






All these are to be considered 
today. Have Inflation and 
Taxes put you in a position for 
exchanging your lot for a 
Home or other Investments? 
We have CASH BUYERS for 
lots; also two new houses that 
the builder will take your lot in 
trade on.
Call Joe Bloflgctt, 656-5653 
J.D. BOSDET LTD.







LUXURY’ 2 BEDROOM 
CONDOMINIUM 
Almost new — spacious corner 
suite, l'/2 baths. Private 
sundeck near trees. Stove, 
fridge, dishwasher & drapes. 
Sauna, whirlpool lobby room, 





DUTCH GARDENER available 
for Sidney-Brentwood area. Good 
workmanship at reasonable 
prices. Have good crew for larger 
jobs. Call: 656-5027. 10-tt
We strip paint or varnish from 
furniture or metals. Aladdin 
Furniture Supplies. 356 Bay St., 
Victoria, B.C. 383-2533. 17-4
RUSS' TRACTOR service,
Rototilling - Big or small jobs. Call 
anytime, 656-3689. 13-tf
WORK WANTED Tree falling, 
cement work, landscaping by hour 
or contract. Free estimates. Call 
384-9737. 33-tf
LAUNDRY PROBLEMS?
We can solve them effectively 
and economically. Full line of 
laundry household cleaning and 
personal products. 656-5023. 17-4
Sealed tenders clearly 
marked as above - referenced 
will be received in Room 1056, 
B.C. Hydro and Power 
Authority Building, 970 
Burrard Street, Vancouver, 
B.C. V6Z 1Y3 until 11:00 A.M. 
local time. May 27, 1975.
topping and FALLING 
TREES. Landscaping. Free 
estimates. 388-5822. 30-tf
PLANTERS, FLOWER BOXES, 
Trellises and cut barrels. Also 
made to order. 479-4067 after 6p.m.
17-4
mm
Groceries - Fruit - Vegetables
SINCE 1887
IN UCLUELET AT 371 Marine Dr. 
3 yr. old 2 bdrm. Pan-Abode on 
semi-waterfront, ocean view, lot 
100 ft X 200 ft. Low 40's. Sale or 
trade for small home with garden 
etc. in Sidney. M. Wight, Box 368, 
Ucluelet, B.C. Phone; 726-4463. 20-6
CENTRAL SAANICH Tractor 
Service Ltd., rotovating, 
cultivating, post holes, plowing 
and complete haying service. 652- 
3306. t '”■5
VICTORIA UEAI,TY LTD. 




Three bedrooms, 4 pc. bath up 
L.R. dining area,.kitchen and 
laundry area with I pee bath 
on tlie main. To be stuccoeil at 
Vendors expense — presently 
being redecorated. 'I'o view 
cull Neva Pennie 386-3585 
Immaculate 
IMMACUI-ATE 
Is tills two room bungalow 
with separate dining room and 
living room that is I8fl. x 11,6 
ft. The kitchen has eating and 
tlie slied lias heavy duly 
wiring, Close to all amenities 
and tlie asldng, $39,900. To 
view call Neva Pennie 380 
3505.
e£t«L I
1000 GovernmentSt. Victoria 
381-8121 
VIEW LOT 
50 ft. X 117 ft.
On Chalet Rd., just 400 ft. 
north of Birch Rd. Municipal 
water connection available. 
$12,500,00,
WA'I’ER VIEW
Lovely view lot of over two 
acres with 200 ft. frontage on 
Lands End Rotid.
$34,500
SECLUSION — LANDSEND 
BcaiiUlully treed 2 acre lot 
with over (iOO feet fronting on 
Landends Bd. Also within 





WE ARE SOLD out! If you are 
contemplating selling, we would 
appreciate the opportunity to be of 
assistance in 'selling your horne, 
quickly and quietly. Louise 
Sherwood, 656-4634. Jean Lambert 




ROTOVATING, SIDNEY AND 
NORTH SAANICH. Small 
powerful machine. Free 
estimates. Ron Martman at 
656-2040. 15-6





2280 HARBOUR RD. SIDNEY
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS TILL NINE
SIDNEY CASH & CARRY
LTD- Phone’ 656-1171
SIDNEY ROTOVATING, 50 in. 
Rotovator. Prompt courteous 
service. 656-1748. 17-4
CHICKS - DUAL PURPOSE
Paymaster (Rhode Island Red 
cross), white leghorns, white 
rocks. Ship anywhere. Napier 
Hatchery, 22470 - 64th ave; R.R. 7, 
' Langley, 534-6268. 4-tf
BRUNO von Schuckmann. Garden 
service. Pruning. Phone 656-1990.38-tf
We
ISLAND PACIFIC REALTY 
388-6231
HOUSESWANTED 
YOUNG COUPLE REQUIRES 3
bedroom homo in good area with 
full basement. Cash up to $50,000. 
Please call - Ole Knudson, 598-2461, 
Island Pacific Realty, 20-tt
FIREPLACE WOOD, Cedar 
posts, all hardwoods, spilt, $35.00 
per cord, $20.00^ half cord. 
Delivered. Phone; 656-1662. 19-tf
Small
WILL TRADE APPROX. 4
acre lot in quality subdivision 
within commuting distance of 
Edmonton - value to $15,000. - 
for properly ot similar value on 
Southern Vancouver Island. 
Reply to P.O. Box 55, Ed­
monton, Alta, IStf
FULLER BRUSH SALES
Opportunity lo increase your 
Income in your spare time 
soiling reputable household 
products. NORMAN HULL - 
MANAGER
656-4938, 15 If
CHESTERFIELD CHAIR and 
electric range, Munro, 9103 East 
Saanich Rd., Phono; 656-3632, 20-1
SaltSiiring Island 
1 lobby Fanil
acres of Parkliko properly 
with all year running slroam. 
Nearly one aero eloarod for 
garden, Modern, spaeious, 3 
bdrm, homo, guosl eotlago, 
work shop tuid storage shod. 
Easy oommuting to Kidney 
and’victoria. $74,500 M1.S,
ADMIRAL 13,5 HARVEST Gold 
refrigerator, $235.00; Kroohler, 
HIdo-n-bod sofa gold brown tweed, 
$145.00. Excellent condition, 656- 
5629. 20-1







Buy And Sell Everything
Highest Cash Paid For Used Furniture, 
Appliances, Tools, What Have You.
OPEN EVERY DAY INCLUDING SUNDAY
THE BARGAIN HOUSE
2372 BEACON AVL 656-3621
14-4
LAND AVAILABLE to grow 
vogotablos In exchange tor some 
gardening. Phono; 656-6260, 20-1
'Ss;t@:FnBRent;sf--w
SLEEPING ROOM, Suit working 
man. $00,00 monlli. Phono; 656- 
2174. 20-1
ONE YEAR OLD choslorflold and 
chair, $180,00; 4 drawer chest, 
$60,00; electric organ with Rhythm 
section, 6 months old, $500,00; AM- 




2'/j acres wilh modern 3 
Bdrm. home, I'/i- htilhs, easily 
mainlained, natural land­
scaping. Panoramic valley 
views. Close to Victoria I-'orry, 
$45,008.
Ganges Branch 537-5508
ONE BEDROOM aparlmont. Non 
smoker, $175,00, 656-6297. 20 1
OIL STOVE, good working order 
with two drums nnd stands, $75,00 
or best offer. 656-4441. 20-1
SAWDUST HORSE MANURE
$3,00 load. No deliveries. Rhubarb 
for your (reozor, ,15c lb, 656- 
4420, 20-1
MARRIED COUPLE LOOKING
lor two lltirm. house to leave 
heloro March Isl, or sooner. Would 
like house lo he in Sidney - Saanich 
area. Excellent roleroncos, per­
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Nearly new, 2 Bdrniti up, one 
down. Bee, room, I'i' Itallm, 
Inti liaseinent, carport, ele, 
(Jniel (.'111 de sac, Price in­
cludes appliances and Orapi'K.
Paul Hyatt
(15(1 3150
QUIET FEMALE slucleni working 
on Ferries needs any ac­
commodation, .592 3390 20-1
THREE MAN, 
like now, $20.00 
656-.5.156,
nylon, pup tent, 
Call niter 6 p.m.
20-1
1974 HARDTOP TENT trailer, 
sleeps six. Like now. Used only Iwo 
weeks, $900.00, 656..5456, 20-1
SIDNEY AUCTION AND 
SECOND HAND SALES. Wo buy 
on consignment, 9770 Fifth St; 
Sidney, 656-2333, 1B-tl
SOMEONE TO REMAKE 










9775 - 4th Street Sidney, B.C. 656-1413
po
I pmEsem
For all your 
Optical Needs
WANTED, SLEEPING or
housokoopino room, Immodlaloly, 
(or working Indy, 598-1622, 20-1
WANTED TO buy small outboard 
motor. 6S6-S1.14, 20-1
TRAILERS
MIDDLE-AGEDCOUPLE wish lo 
rent house or iiiiaiimenl. Central, 
North Saanich or Sidney August 
1st, Will Improve al own expense. 
rallcnlU-cl 261-M59nller 6|),m. 20 
1
SMALL COTTAGE or sullablo 
iK-commodnl Ion required (or 
yniinn wnrkliui tilrl with dog, 
Phone; 3113.437.5nr 65ii..51'Jil. 20 3
UN FUR Nl SHED 2-3 BDRM. house 
Irom July 1st, iliislness couple, 
Roterences, Phone 6S6..5368, III.5
EXPER IfJNCED shoe clerk, jrart 
lime, Ajjprox, 20 hours week. 
Apply Ih person, Pri'drlck's Shoes, 






'rrall(*r-(’aiupcr Parts " 
Prop a no Hofllling 
Prolilod Aliiininiiiu
REPAIRS 
6459 PATRICIA BAY HWY 
652-2511
WANTED,SMALL child's bicycli) 
with training wheels, 656 6-130, 20
WANTED TO BUY
good working order 
5144.




SIDNEY BOOK EXCHANOE. 






Details may be obtained from 
the office of the Purchasing 
Agent, 10th floor, 970 Burrard 
Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6Z 






A CHANCE TO WIN A 


























LOST - GINGER cni, Brolhour 









Win a stProo Cnin- 
(loniMit H(‘t drtalls In 
storn.
r
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SIDNEY RECREATION
Peninsula track and field 
club held another successful 
practice last week. New 
members are still welcome. 
The next practice will take 
place on Thursday, May 15 at 7 
p.m. at Parkland field.
Horseshoes: Are there any 
horseshoe players in the area? 
Sidney Recreation would like 
to hear from anyone who 
enjoys this activity.
Jeffrey Wright was the 
winner of the door prize at the 
children’s film show held last
Saturday morning at Sanscha. 
Another film show will be held 
on Saturday, May 17 at 11 a.m. 
sharp. Films to be shown this 
week are: Octopus Hunt, 
Hidden World, Fly Geese Fly, 
and Pluto Fledglings (a Walt 
Disney Film). Admission 25c.
Saanich Peninsula tennis 
club reports that a good 
number of tennis players are 
turning out on Tuesday and 
Thursdays at Parkland at 6:30 
p.m. A meeting is scheduled 
for 8 p.m. on Monday at 
Sanscha Clubhouse. All
members are expected to be 
there.
Yoga; last session this 
week. Plans are now under 
way for two classes to begin 
again in September. Watch for 
an early August an­
nouncement.
Summer recreation 
programme for tots, children 
12 and under, and other events 
will be announced May 28.
Thurs., May 15 - Track and 
field workout at Parkland - at
7 p.m.; Peninsula tennis club 
at Parkland at G;30 p.m.
Sat., May 17 - children’s 
films, at Sanscha at 11 a.m.
Tues., May 20 - Sidney 
recreation sponsored Y-Gym 
classes at Sidney Elementary 
at 4:15 and 5:15 p.m.
BEER STOLEN
Thieves got away with 15 
cases of beer on the weekend, 
from the Sidney Hotel beer 
parlour. The break-in was 
discovered Sunday morning" 
police said. Nothing else 
appeared to have been takejaw
OBITUARIES
CHING
Francis Humphrey Ching. 
Dearly loved husband of E. 
Alice. Died peacefully at home 
on Friday, May 9,1975. A long­
time member of the R.C. 
Legion, Britannia Branch.
Funeral Tuesday, May 13, at 
11 a.m. in St. Andrews 
Anglican Church, 3rd St., 
Sidney, Rev. R.A. Sansom 
• officiating. (Cremation). No 
flowers by request. Donations 
may be made to the Queen 
Alexandra Solarium, 2400 
Arbutus Road, Victoria. 
Arrangements through the 
Memorial Society of R.C. and 
Memorial Services Ltd.
COPITHORNE
In Sidney, B.C. on May 7th, 
1975, Mr. James Morgan 
Copithorne, age 86 years. Born 
; in Jumping Pound, Alta., and 
; had been a resident of Deep 
; Cove, B.C. for the past 55 
‘ years, residing at 1184 Lands 
; End Road. The late Mr.
Copithorne was a retired dairy 
■ farmer and former proprietor 
of The Deep Cove, Trading 
; Company. He leaves his wife,
; Eva, at home, brother, Harry 
; Copithorne, Jumping Pound,
' Alta., sisters Mrs. Ethel Nicol,
; Jumping Pound, Alta., and 
‘ Deep Cove, B.C., Mrs. Nels 
' (May) Lovrod, Deep Cove, 
CB.C.
Service was held in the Holy 
‘ Trinity Anglican Church,
I Patricia Bay, B.C. on Monday, 
?'May 12th, 1975 at 3:00 p.m.
! Rev. Robert A. Sansom of- 
; ficiating. Interment in Holy 
;Trinity Cemetery.
Arrangements by the Sands 
; Funeral Chapel of Roses, 
; Sidney, B.C. Flowers 
; gratefully declined. Those so 
' desiring may contribute to the 
' Canadian Cancer Society, 857
Caledonia Avenue, Victoria, 
R.C.
WHILLANS
Suddenly on May 7, 1975, 
Mr. - Paul Whillans, aged 20 
years, residing at 1315 
Gladstone Avenue. He leaves 
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. 
Charles Whillans, Aylmer, 
Ont.; sisters, Mrs. Michael 
(Sheila) O’Keefe, Toronto, 
Ont., Mrs. Gerald (Joanne) 
Anderson, St. Thomas, Ont., 
and Miss Brenda Whillans, St. 
Thomas, Ont.; his grand­
mother, Mrs. Gertrude 
Rolling, St. Thomas, Ont.
Service was held in Sands 
Funeral Chapel of Roses, 
Sidney, B.C., on Monday, May 
12, 1975, at 1;00 p.m. Rev. 
Monty Moore officiating. 




THURS. MAY 15 







DEAN PARK PROPERTY 
OWNERS’ ASSOCIATION
FISH
At his residence in Sidney on 
May 9, 1975, Mr. James 
Clarence Fish, 84, Left to 
mourn are his wife. Carmen 
May; one son, Thomas; one 
daughter, Grace, two grand­
son’s, Richard and John; one 
granddaughter, Marjorie; two 
great-grandsons, David and 
Michael; two sisters. Myrtle 
and Laura. Mr. Fish was a 
long-time member of the 
Assembly of God Church, 
Sidney, and served as 
treasurer for many years.
Funeral service was held on 
Tuesday, May 13, 1975, at 2 
p.m. at the Assembly of God 
Church, 9182 East Saanich 
Road, Sidney, with Pastor 
Charles Barker officiating. 
Burial in. the Royal Oak 
Cemetery. Flowers gratefully 
declined, friends wishing to 
may send donations to the 
Treasurer of the Assembly of 
God Church, 9951 Rest Haven 
Drive, Sidney, B.C.
SANSBURY SCHOOL ACTIVITY ROOM 
8695 EMARD TERRACE 
WEDNESDAY, MAY 28, 1975 ■ 8:00 
Agenda
ELECTION OF OFFICERS
NEW RECREATIONAL AREA 
MUNICIPAL SPENDING AND TAXES 
PROGRESS REPORT ON NEW HOSPITAL.
I DOORS OPEN AT 7:30 P.M. FOR MEMBERSHIP | 
REGISTRATION




provides spacious new 
iiecommodalion with fully 
’ ecpiipped kitchens, cable 
I, T'V, phone, free parking
and view l)alconies. All this 
for $18.00 single and $1.00 
per additional guest with 
coniplimenlary coffee and 
lea service for your added 
eni(*ymen(. On your next 
visil to Vancouver stay 
downtown at the Mayfair 
Hotel located at Ilornhy 
and Bohson Streets.
J^or reaarvations, write to :
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
•AS Hornby St.i Vancouvor 1, D.C. or Phono oroo *04.6ar-Arsi.
COMING IN PERSON
Family Funtime Country Music Show
Tommy Scott’s big combined Country Music Family Fun­
time Wild West Stage Show with 10 car loads of radio, T.V., 
recording and movie stars direct from Hollywood and Nash­
ville, featuring Sam Baxter. Junior Blevins, Scotty Lee, Big 
Mama Barb, Terry Rogers, Stompin’ Ed—Bo Jo, in­
ternationally famous clown and his high act — the Masked 
Rider, sharp shooting’s rope Spinning Cowboys, Indian 





SUNSET “KIT” CARSON Star of more than 100 
Western Movies and Top Money Maker in tlieaters 
during the Gene Autry and Roy Rogers ERA — He has 
appeared in person World Wide — shooting an apple off 
the head of tlie King of Siam and many otlier noted 
dignitaries and Heads of SUitc — see him do this sharp 
shooting act and wild west show —
Appearing In Person At Sanscha Hall 
Tuesday May 20th 7:30 P.M.
Sponsored By Sidney & No. Saanich 
Comm. Hall Assoc.
Children under 111 - $1.00
Students and Adults - $2.00
TICKETS WILL BE ON SALE AT THE DOORS 
DON'T MISS IT!
Building Maintenance Accounting Optometrists Miscellaneous
AJAX







P.O. Box 96, Saaniehton 
652-5561
Contractors Excavating Upholstery Miscellaneous
BILL BRAIN ROOFING












• RACK HOE WORK 
® CA P WORK
» trucking





Ropnirr. • Any sl/o Ijont nnd 
trnilor cushlonri custom mndo 
turnllurn.






Rorddonlliil • Commorcinl 
AGolt Courr.o Conslrucllon 





















2412 Beacon Avenue 
656-2713
laron
IN VOl!R HOME 
Steam Carpel & 
Ul)hols(ery Cleaning 
Specializing in Wall 
To Wall & Shag 
477-3414
MARSHALLS
















Robert W. Roper, D.C, 












® BACK HOE 
WORK
® CAT WORK 
® TRUCKING
“no job to large 
or too small”






Conservatories at Ztirieh 
and Vienna







Quality Mont Cut, Wrnpttod
(nr Hnmo (Tmo/orr.






Spoeializing in new 
cabinets and also refaeing 
of existing eahinets at 
substantial savings. Phone 







New Homes & Cabinets Custom build 




All Repairs-Any size Boat and 





PATRICK CUTTS LTD. 
BUILDERS & DESIGNERS 
Commercial & Residential 
Construction. Renovations 




Roofing — Repairs — 
Eavestroughs. Qualified 




































Industrial - Residential 
Commercial Wiring 
Poles and Line Work
QUALITY WORKSMANSHIP 






Disposal Field Designs 





GENERAL 8. ELECTRICAL 
CONTRACTORS 
All typos ot renovations & 





















Rotovate -- Lt'vel — Cidtivnte 
Plough —Dise—Postlloles 








technician with 35 years 












Paporlmnging - Vinyl 
Orassnlolli
Norm Sailler 656-1187
M. & B. MASONRY




25 years experience 
Residential - Commercial 
Indiistriiil 







YOUR ONE STOI‘ SHOP 
FOR FOOD 
CORNER Me'I'AVISH 
& EAST SAANICH RD. 
Olieii Dnilyt) A.r(L-8l'.M. 
656-4061
A.S.A. BUILDERS LTD. 
General Contracting
Fur the PeniiiNiila, Phone 
KURTS’nH(’KF.R 











R. & P Janitor 
Service








Marine radio, radar, auto
pilots.
Industri al process control;






Men’s- Ladies Childrens 
Alterations Repairs 
Drapes









By Appointment Only 
I9;{6 Llewellyn Place' 
Sidney, B.C. 6.56-.51)l2
WESTCRA




Wood, nrusit, ft ' 
ni.vcldiorry Conitol





t ,STEI' TO « Y 
BFTTi;il HEALTH 
Mrs. Dorothy Brooks 











Plumbing & Best (Iiinllty Meat
Heating and Gidcei h's
Now Consinicllon 2335 Amity Or.nnd Repairs
pnocinll7lng In Hot Water Cor. Pat Bay llwy.
Heating
10410 ALL BAY no. SIDNEY
IMione (156-1580
Ill;0(1 a.m. till 7:110 p.m.
ClosedSiindpys(ti Mondays
Sidney Rotovating




Clean up - window eleanlng 
eai’pel sliampoolng - 
l•nlntlng l.awn Servlee - 
odd Jolts I' ree l IsHiuales - 
(152-556(1
■
SIDNEY’S AWARD WINNING 676 
Kinsmen Air Cadet squadron sat 
down last week to write an 
examination on conservation and 
outdoor recreation. The course,
tification, birds of British Columbia 
and survival and first aid. In­
structors, headed by Wilf Hetman, 
were A. Fry, W.J. Lenfesty and 
RCMP officer Ben Wilkowski. TheOUlQOO cCltJdLlUll Xiic 1 1. J u,T
which they took over the past winter, basic course was formulated by the 
included such topics as outdoor Fish and Wildlife branch of the 
ethics, hunter safety, animal iden- provincial government.
May Halt New Sidney School
Continued from Page 1 
proximate 11 mill increase for 
Sidney ratepayers.
“As a result of the high cost 
of education,” Malcolm ad­
ded, “many taxpayers, myself 
included, are beginning to 
question the value of some of 
these socially-oriented 
courses and other frills.”
“It’s a luxury that we 
cannot afford,” he added, “in 
light of highly expensive and 
inflationary factors driving up 
our mill rate.”
Education Minister Eileen 
Dailly is quoting a 
pupil / teacher ratio of 19 to 
one, Malcolm said, “But she 
doesn’t quote the fantastic 
expense to taxpayers.”
mitted that there is some 
vacant space in the school 
district — but in the wrong 
place. Royal Oak Elementary 
school has room for more 
pupils, she said, but that 
doesn’t help over-crowding in 
the Sidney area. The depart­
ment of education, she said, 
agrees that nothing can be 
done about this problem.
Describing it as a “status 
quo budget”, Sealey said 
increases in school district 
spending came from in 
creased salaries, a deficit 
from last year, and large 
jumps in the cost of fuel and
paper and maintenance 
supplies. An education 
department budget review 
team had closely examined 
the budget, she said, and had 
approved it.
Altering the pupil / teacher 
ratio was not simple, she 
added. Many staff members 
are highly specialized, she 
said, and it is not always easy 
to allow natural attrition to cut 
teacher numbers. The lower 
grades, she concluded, would 
suffer most frpm any staff 
reduction — an area where 
she feels lower class numbers 
most needed.
The regular meeting of the 
Saanich Peninsula 44 Beef 
Club was held at Royal Oak 
Jr. Sec. School on May 7. At 
last month’s meeting mem­
bers who went on the Wilcox 
Farm day trip were asked to 
write an essay on their trip, 
and prizes given out for the 
best reports. Individual 
winners were; Barb Doney, 
Phyl Delamere, Bev 
Delamere and Wendy Chung.
Members are presently 
selling tickets on an afghan 
with matching pillow and a 
food hamper for a fundraising 
project. Also members 
weeded Chung’s strawberries 
for further fund raising.
On Wednesday, May 14, the 
club will be participating in 
the J.C. Fair. The group will 
enter an animal in “Old 
MacDonald’s Farm” and will 
be responsible for the care of 
all the animals Wednesday 
night.
Coming Events: May 24 
there will be a dance at the 4H 
Building on Saanich Fair 
Grounds, Admission is $2.00.
May 25, the club will hold a 
field day at the home of Mr. 
and Mrs. Shillars. Members 
will bring their animals and 
will be instructed on how to 
show them. A judging class 
will also be held.
May 31, the club will help at
PENINSULA 4-H BEEF club” 
by Rob Calnan
the Saanich Fair doing odd 
jobs to get the fairgrounds 
ready for the September fair.
THE REVIEW____________
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The all 4H Club field day will 
























SHIRL AND NORM PACK THE BARGAINS
British Coiumbia Ferries
Phone Victoria 386-3431 IN QUALITY PQODS
Department of Transport and Communications 




WHERE CASH BUYERS 
GET A CASH PRICE.
FENCE LUMBER RED CEDAR




In a Review interview 
Monday afternoon, School 
Board Chairman Norma 
Sealey said that both the local 
administration and the 
provincial department of 
education agreed that the new 
school is “definitely 
necessary.”
She aigreed that the original 
estimate of 100 pupils for the 
new facility was high, and that 
the figure would be closer to 
the 80 mentioned by Malcolm. 
But it is still needed to relieve 
overcrowding at Sidney 
school, she said. Sealey ex­
plained that the survey 
carried out to determine the 
need for the new school in­
cluded potential students in 
Sidney living south of Beacon 
Avenue. To these could be 
added a number who will be 
transferred from McTavish 
school in the Fall of 1976, 
Sealey said.
The school is expected to 
open in December or January, 
she said, and staff for the new 
facility will teach at Sidney 
school until then.
The board chairman ad-
THERE IS MORE THAN DELICIOUS 
CHICKEN AT SIDNEY REDDI-CHEF
first quality for fencing construction jobs 
1x6 - 12c ft. 1x12 - 24c ft. 2x8 - 34c ft.
1x8 - 16c ft. 2x4 - 17c ft. 2x10 - 45c ft.
1x10 - 20c ft. 2x6 - 26c ft. 2x12 - 56c ft.
4x4 Cedar posts 38c ft.
Come in and select your own pieces if you wish.
PITTSBURGH 
PAINTS
good quality interior or exterior 
Latex Paint white or can be 
tinted to pastel colours.
ONLY $^95
GAL.
EXCELLENT PRICES ON SANDED "D” PLYWOOD
1/4-6.90 3/„ ■ R.25 Vz - 9.75% - 10,60% - 11.95
ROLLED ROOFING
mineral surface 
red, green, black only 
50 lb. — 108 sq. ft.
per roll only 











STRETCHTEX ONLY ^10 gal.
THAT WATERPROOFSTHE PRODUCT 








1.95 Bag 1 
1.95 Bag 1 
1.95 Bag 1
SCREEN BLOCKS PATIO BLOCKS 1
4x8x8 12x12x2 54c 1
4x12x12 .65c 12x16x2 79c 1
4x16x16 $1.35 20x20x2 $1.75 1
Sockeye Salmon
SALADA
Ice Tea .3 oz. JAR 5|09












Low price of asL per 
sheet
Bill McKay can serve you ice cream, 
shakes, cold drinks and of course the best 
burgers in town.
OLYMPIC STAIN
THE IDEAL FINISH FOR 
CEDAR SIDING.












% - 2.49 
Vz - 2.99 
% - 3.39
Red Hot Prices on 
7 / 16 - 3.39 
9 / 16 - 3.79 
11 / 16 - 4..50 3 LB. 
BOX
LIMIT 3 5*1 55
PKG. PER ^ i 
CUSTOMER
These sheets are an excellent substitute for 






Special prices on large orders and house 
jobs. Gootl supply of 92V4 and 92% studs in 
stock. 1x6 and 1x8 shiplap and resawn 1x8
boards. Let us take off your plan and quote
you on your requirements. Accounts 
opened for house jobs. ,
CASHWAY LUMBER
9764 FIFTH ST. SIDNEY




A proposed boat launching 
ramp for Tulista Park has 
been struck out of this year’s 
town budget. The ramp, 
which would have cost ap­
proximately $15,000, will not 
bo built due to other more 




Dr. P.W. Naysmyth, head of 
ocean physics, ocean nnd 
ncquatic affairs, department 
of the environment, will 
speak, using slide 
illustrations, on: Tlio I’ntricia 
Bny Institute of Ocenn- 
ography nnd tho Gulf of 
Georgia Project in the 
Maritime Museum lilirary on 
Wednesday, May 14.
Grape juice
GLEN VALLEY 14 OZ.





Oranges 8» / 99^ 
Celery 29'EACH
Most evening long distance rates
within B.C. begin at 5
instead of 6 p.m.
.Sunday Scliool lO'.llll ii.m. 
Morning WorHlilp II Mill a.m
Evening Praise 7•.00 p.m. 
Nursery care Is provided
'l’ues.7::io p.m. 
Bible Siady and Prayer
Paster! Monty !''• Moore 
0112.5 I’lftliSt., 
(ir)(l-:i511 • 050-2808
With the new starting time of 5 p.m. for 
lower evening long distance rates you get 
an extra hour to save money on most long 
distance calls wi/lii/i B,C.
For calls within the Okanagan Tel area, 
calls to some northern B.C. points, and 
calls to places outside B.C. evening rates 































WE DO FREEZER BEEF & PACKS 
ICUT TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS I
AAORE IN-STORE SPECIALS
Ra TEL ^
“You can talk with us’’
change. ST JIM’S
FOOD CENTRE
WE IIESKIIVE TIIE lUGlIT TO LIMIT (jUANTn iES
2471 BEACON AVENUE 656-1731
n
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INDIANS WANT MORE SAY IN TRAINING PROGRAMS
Recent militancy among 
Indians is a reaction to their 
lack of participation in 
decisions and plans made 
about them, peninsula Indians 
told federal government 
representatives Thursday.
Canada Manpower officials 
met with representatives of 
area reserves to discuss 
Manpower programs.
“Unless Manpower includes 
Indians in making decisions 
from the very beginning it’s 
going to be difficult to work 
with Indians,” said Tom 
Sampson, Tsartlip band 
manager.
“You can’t design programs 
and then ask us to fit into 
them,” he said.
Victor York, a Manpower 
worker from the Kamloops 
area, spoke of adult education 
programs which have been 
designed with input from the 
local Indians they were meant 
to serve.
A major difference in the 
program from ordinary night 
school courses is scheduling
Interior Indians are in­
volved iwth farmwork so the 
program does not begin until 
late fall, when orchard crops 
are finished.
York works with the 
regional colleges in their 
programs for Indians. “My 
aim is to see that kids or 
adults going to college get 
their money’s worth,” he said.
Manpower officials ex­
plained the difficulties in­
volved in designing adult 
education and retaining 
programs which do not con­
flict with provincial 
jurisdiction.
One result of this conflict is 
the short duration of many of 
the Manpower retraining 
programs. Indian officials 
commented that the Man­
power carpentry program 
lasts eight weeks, while the 
college program is two years.
Sampson said there are 
artificial barriers which keep 
Indians on the job from being 
retrained and upgraded for 
new positions. He said the
discrimination meant Indians 
were frequently passed over 
in favour of white workers for 
job opportunities.
Manpower representatives 
said they were bound by law to 
cancel government contracts 
with companies which 
practice this kind of 
discrimination, and asked to 
be notified of discrimination 
cases in future.
‘‘Everyone’s after our 
bucks”, one official said. He 
described the threat of can­
cellation of government 
contracts as a powerful 
deterrent to discrimination.
Programs which offer 
upgrading to the grade ten 
level were the subject of much 
interest at the meeting. Grade 
ten is the entrance 
requirement for most trade 
programs.
Tsawout band manager Gus 
Underwood explained why 
many Indians are in need of 
this kind of upgrading and 
why many did not complete
their high school educations.
“In my own case,” he said, 
“my family picked crops from 
spring until fall. We began 
picking strawberries in 
Bellingham and went from 
there to raspberries, and 
worked all summer, ending up 
here again in September.”
“One year I failed the school 
year because I had to be taken 
out of school to go picking just 
before exams.”
“In the old days Indians 
didn’t have any education so 
the only way they could make 
a living was farm work. The 
whole family went along so the 
kids didn’t get a proper 
education, either.”
“Without grade ten you 
can’t get anywhere,” he said.
Underwood said the most 
important message the In­
dians were giving Manpower 
officials at the meeting was 
that Indians must be involved 
at the beginning of programs, 
if they are to succeed.






A representative of the 
Canadian Union of Public 
Employees thinks he has an 
explanation for the difference 
in attitude between Sidney 
municipal employees and the 
rest of their CUPE local.
Jim Brett was commenting 
on the efforts of Sidney CUPE 
members to form their own 
local. Sidney shop steward 
George Foley has said Sidney 
members are less militant 
than the rest of the Saanich 
local, and Sidney would have 
settled for the recent wage 
proposal, had they not been 
outvoted.
Brett said, ‘‘Maybe the 
difference between Sidney and 
the larger municipalities is 
that they still have toe kind of 
relationship all public em­
ployees used to have with 
management.”
Public employees are very 
responsible people, he said. 
They are loyal and dedicated 
and willing to work long hours 
for the benefit of the com­
munity — when they have the 
respect of that community. 
Many councils are now
willing to put up with a large 
staff turnover and are not 
willing to consider the in­
terests of the long service 
employee, as they once did, he 
said.
Sidney is small enough to 
have a better working 
relationship than the larger 
municipalities have, and it has 
not felt the change.
Referring to Sidney coun- 
cil,he said: “They seem to feel 
they can do as they please. 
Their attitude is — if you live 
in Sidney, you should be 
prepared to work for less, to 
pay for the priviledge of living 
there.”
He said this attitude seems 
to be shared by workers in 
Sidney as well. “As long as 
they have their paycheque 
they are happy.”
He criticized CUPE for 
failing in its communication/i 
with and education of new 
members, blaming it on;:the 
rapid growth of the union.
“New members become 
part of organized labour but it 
doesn’t mean anything to 
them,” he said.
SAANICH 4-H GOAT AND FODDER CLUB
by Marilyn Simpson 
The 4-H Goat and Fodder 
Club, besides holding regular 
monthly meetings, had an 
interclub competition in 
public speaking. All the 
members had interesting 
speeches and the finalists 
competed with other local 4-H 
club members. The club won 
two firsts, Annalise Maclean 
for her speech on ‘A Breakfast 
Egg’ in the juniors and Wendy 
Salisberry for her speech on 
"Public Speaking” in the 
seniors.
On April J three 4-H 
members, Iiorclie Vickery, 
Michael Russcall, and Leslie 
Paxton, did a 15 minute 
program on “The Ida 
Clarkson Show” on how to 
raise a kid goat. It included
how to feed the kid milk, solid 
food, grain and hay; the ideal 
pen; grooming and hoof 
trimming; exercising and 
kindness.
The club is now planning 
another program in July.
Those of the club members 
who are planning a fodder 
garden have received their 
seeds and are busy planting 
them.
On Saturday, May 3 at 9 
a.m. the club held a workshop 
at the Saanichton Fair 
Grounds. Each member 
brought their goat and Wendy 
Salisbury explained how to 
show ' them. After the 
workshop the members liad a 
baseball game.
Club membership now toUils 
21, six more than last year.
MUSEUM ©RANT 
REFUSED
An annual grant from North 
Snnnich municipality to the 
Sidney Museum has been 
refused by the Sidney nnd 
North Saanich Historical 
Society,
In a letter to council on April 
21, Society Secretary Mrs. R. 
Joy thanked council for iks 
Willingness to make the an­
nual grant, but advised it that 
Itio society will not be in 
charge of the museum after 
July 31,








CALL BOB HAGUE 385-7761
WANTED TO PURCHASE,
BY PARTNERSHIP:
TOOL AND EQUIPMENT RENTAL BUSINESS, 
SAANICH PENINSULA PREFERRED.
ALL REPLYS TREATED IN STRICTEST 
CONFIDENCE AND DOCUMENTS 
GUARANTEED RETURNED.
REPLY TO
P.O. BOX 4442, WHITEHORSE, Y.T.
THIS WEEKS SPECIAL)
ELBCTROHOMB |
100% SOLID SmE 1975 j 
COLOUR LV.
;; INCLUDES:
1 YEAR PARTS & LABOUR 
6 YEARS EXTENDED 
i; PICTURE TUBE WARRANTY
Spl. Low Low PricG W
I WHITES TELEVISION
YOUR COMPLETE HOME 
ENTERTAINMENT CENTRE.
1 2363 BEACON AVE. 656-3012
preemptorily cancelled our 
agreement with them, under 
which we managed all the 
affairs of the museum,” Mrs. 
Joy said in her letter.
North vSaanich has 
traditionally supplied the 
society with sufficient funds to 
operate the museum
telephone,
'Pho society was advised by 
Sidney council in April that 
tho town wanted to exercise ils 
rights under tho contract to 
terminate tho agreement
We can make 
your Tuesday & Thursday 
by treating you to our
Alaska King 
Crab Legs & 
Steak Special
WHAT’S INCLUDED IN A METRO TOYOTA MOTOR HOME?
Everything you’ll need on your vacation has been built into Your motorhome is a breeze to drive, powerful V / 8 engine, 
the Metro/Okanagan motorhome; including fridge, stove power steering and brakes make it maneuverable even in 
with oven, furnace, toilet, shower unit, hot water system and heavy traffic. You supply the gas, the destination and a sense 
fresh water tank. Your motorhome is equipped with sleeping of adventure and you’re off for an unforgettable vacation, 
accommodation for 6 persons with plenty of room for And, of course at the time of rental we’ll go over the whole 
everyone. You simply supply the personal items, bedding, unit with you to familiarize you with all the features, 
cooking utensils and cutlery.
WEEKEND SPECIAL WEEKLY SPECIAL
A Three Night Two
Day Weekend
Fri. 5:00 Mon. 8 a.m.
$QA00
lOc






iETHO TOYOTA IS THE LARGEST TOYOTA
DEALER m CANADA
WITH THE LOWEST PRICED 4 DOOR SEDAN 
IN CANADA ONLY ^3198
NEAR NEW CAR
only 7.50
Served in the comfort 
of our Sherwood Dining Room
Phono for RGSorvations
386-1422 J
71 Datsiin ‘510’ A.T.
72 Datsiin
73 MGB





73 Celica ST 
72 Monte Carlo 
71 Pontiac “Judge”
09 MGB
73 Mustang Mach I 
73 Corolla Wgn., auto 





COST FINANCING PLANS O.A.C.
FOR YOUR BUYING PROTECTION CONVENIENCE
OVER JOO MORE ESSO TESTED USED CARS
FOR YOUR BUYING PROTECTION
AT METRO NO REASONABLE OFFER 
WILL BE REFUSEDREMEMBER!
Shetirood (@) 'VaikJIna
V\lo can make 
your day..,




625 FINLAYSON dealer licence no. 3676 VICTORIA
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COMMUNITY PLAN COULD 
BECOME ELECTION ISSUE
Subdivision Control Main Feature Of Grieve Proposal
THE REVIEW
Wednesday, May 14, 1975
LOCAL MLA HUGH CURTIS held association held an official opening 
forth Saturday, as the Esquimalt- of their new office on Beacon Avenue 
Saanich Social Credit constituency in Sidney. (Photo by Jack Ralph)
Although he’s not too 
hopeful of its passage and says 
he may have to fight the next 
municipal election over it, 
North Saanich Mayor Paul 
Grieve is busy preparing a 
community plan for the 
district; It will be ready for 
presentation to council within 
the next few weeks, he told 
The Review Monday.
Major effect of the proposed 
plan will be to limit future 
subdivision in North Saanich 
Grieve explained.
The present two acre 
minimum for subdivision 
would be changed to 10 acres, 
and some areas where the 
only water supply is wells 
(such as the Ardmore sub­
division) would be eliminated 
completely from future 
subdivision. Grieve said.
The community plan will 
also include a reinteration of 
Grieve’s earlier attempts to 
force some amalgamation of 
small lots in the district and 
will change the present half 
acre minimum lot size in most 
areas where it exists to % 
acre.
Three specific parcels 
would also come in for 
changes, according to 
Grieve’s proposal.
The Kingswood develop 
ment (on the corner of Wain
and West Saanich Roads) — 
presently a development area, 
and Ardmore Golf Course — 
now zoned for one acre lots, 
would become rural if the 
community plan is approved 
by council. The Gillain Manor 
site (off McTavish Road) 
would be changed from a two 
acre minimum to a ^ acre 
minimum.
To achieve final passage 
and be taken to public 
hearing, the community plan 
must receive approval from 
two-thirds of the members of 
council, Grieve explained, and 
it’s this vote that Grieve 
doesn’t think will pass.
A simple majority is all 
that’s needed to get the plan 
through third reading. Grieve 
said, adding he expects it to 
get at least this far.
“I’ll introduce the plan,” 
Grieve said, “Morally I have 
to.”
And he’ll attempt to prepare 
a document “that everyone 
can live with.”
“I’ll try like hell to get a 
compromise, to get it adoptee
and get it to public hearing,” 
he concluded, qualifying his 
comments however, with the 
view that he doubted it would 
30 acceptable to three North 
Saanich aldermen. A total of 
live affirmative votes are 
needed to give the plan final 
approval.
Under recent legislation the 
district must file an approved 
community plan with the 
capital regional board within 
two years of passage of the 
regional plan. North Saanich 
has approximately IV2 years 
left before the plan must be 
filed.
If it isn’t approved this year. 
Grieve said, he may • seek 
office next fall on the issue of 
land use.
THE SHOW’S OVER
Not long ago someone ap­
parently walked into the local 
fire hall and permanantely 
‘borrowed’ a $700 movie sound 
projector. Alderman Wilkie 
Gardner informed council that 
the firemen had no “idea when 
it left the building.”
1 LOCKSMITH
HOTELS - MOTELS - BUSINESSES 
RESIDENCES
Door Lock Combinations Changed 
Locks Serviced and Repaired 





The Sidney RCMP detach­
ment have requested ad­
ditional manpower to meet a 
“significantly” heavier 
workload, Sgt. Alan Tomlins 
has reported.
Complaints to the detach­
ment during the first, four 
months of 1975 are up sub­
stantially over the same 
period, last year, he said.
The complaints continue to 
be of the same type and 
typical of this kind of a semi- 
rural detachment, involving 
domestic disputes, traffic, 
dogs, bicycles and some 
criminal activity, added 
Tomlins.
Although there has been a 
request for an increase in 
manpower, Tomlins said, “the 
decision rests in the hands of 
the heirarchy.”
The detachment is a 
designated training division 
which means it is one of a 
number of divisions capable of 
handling new recruits for the 
second stage of their first year 
of training.
Recruits are assigned to a 
detachment for their field 
training for approximately six 
months after they leave their 
formal training in Regina, 
Tomlins explained. Each 
r recruit is assigned to a 
specially trained policeman 
for supervision during this 
“apprenticeship”.
Such recruits arc con­
sidered surplus to the forces 
dehTchment’s regular com­
plement of meml)ors.
Sidney is currently one short
of full strength but this 
situation will be corrected 
when another member is 
transferred here at the end of 
this month, he said.
The detachment is not 
permitted to decide on the 
members assigned to them, 
and could not specifically 




Dean Park Property 
Owner’s Association Annual 
Meeting will be held at San­
sbury School on May 28 at 8 
p.m.
ECKANKAR
PATH OF TOTAL AWARENESS
presents
'' AN EVENING WITH ECK"
FEATURING - THE LIVING ECK MASTER - 
on film also - MUSIC - ART - POETRY - TALK








pleased to announce that we still give the best possible 
Service to the Residents of Sidney and fully intend to 
continue to do so.
Tiy us for Ferry - Airport - Shopping - Delivery 
"For Fast Local Service" ______
WESTMONT FARMS LTD. 
FARMERS MARKET
1835 JOHN ROAD
OFF McDonald park road.
Daily Fresh Poultry, Dairy Products,
Bread, Produce and Bedding Plants
SPECIAL MAY 16-17-18 and 19th.
FRESH;
CHICKEN BREAST 1.25 lb. 
CHICKEN LEGS 1.25 Ib. 
GRADE “A” WHOLE FRYERS
79c LB.
GBADE “A” MEDIUM EGGS
H2e DZ.
TURKEY ROl.L 1.19 LB.
FROZEN:
GRADE “A” TURKEY 79e I.B 
TURKEY WINGS 15c LB. 
TURKEY DRUMS 55c LB. 
CUT-UP FRYING CHICKEN
H5c LB.
GRADE “A” CAPONS 1.05 IJl 
(iRADE “A" CAPONS 1.05 I.B
JRfsf Rrrm ’Ti^sh
EiZZZSZZZa
I.oeal No. 1 NcttctI 
GeniK Potatoes 10 lbs. (15c 
siinkist oranges 12 for 75c 
I.ettuce 2.5c





Come In And See Our Selection Of Bedding Plants
FORPEOPLE
For enterprising people, people with 
a sense of pride in their accomplish­
ments, there is a special financial 
organization. One that does more 
than offer savings, loans and conven­
ient financial services. One that lets 
them share in its ownership and 
gives them a special understanding 
of their financial needs.
This financial organization is a 
credit union. There are now more 
credit union offices than any oihor 
financial organization in B.C. serving 
more than half a million people. 
There's a credit union not far away 
ready to welcome you,
Ready to help you get things done.
CREDI„ UNIONS
Tho wav to Qot things done!
Wanted
EXPERIENCED BANK TELLERS
requirctl. Must be willing and able to work full time, 
Tuesday through Saturday. Apjily during business 
hours. Canadian Imperial Hank of Commerce




In accordance with the Labour Code of 
British Columbia and as ordered by the 
union at a membership meeting held on 
April 19, 1975, please be advised that a 
strike vote will be conducted at Sidney 
Travelodge on Saturday, May 24, 1975 and 
Sunday, May 25, 1975 between the hours of 
10:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.
Inserted by Local 441 C.U.P.E.
Saanich School Board
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A novelty two - In - one 
garment in people print 
— long sleeve shirt over 
a lightweight short sleeve 
acrylic T-shirt. Colors: 
Pink or Blue on White 
ground. Sizes: 10 to 18.
Boys'
Each
A terrific value for tho 
hot Summer months 
ahead. I^ractical for 
school or leisure wear. 
Assorted colors, in sizes 
S-M-L-XL.
kobinson stores











Pant suits with a certain casual­
ness. yet with enough sophis­
tication to take you almost any­
where. Expertly tailored by a 
leading Canadian maker in 
double knit polyester. Style il­
lustrated is representative only 
and not necessarily available. 
Choose from bright colors, in 










100'' polyester jacket in a prac­
tical squall style. Shai'ply colored 
sti’ipe d e s i g 11 . in prc'doininani 
shades of .Nku'y, Purple or Prown. 
The ideal garment for casual out­
door wear, Sizt's; S-M~l.. A grcrat 
Mav Sale value!
Put a new look together with an 
easy-care, short sleeve topper — 
(if)'' polyester, 80'' cotton fabric. 
I'Tilly machine washable. A Kates 
garment, in 8 novelty designs. 
Assorted color's, in Misses’ sizes 
10 to 18.
ALL SPECIALS ON SALE WHILE STOCKS LAST!
Jyriior Ladies' Pant
The "IN” style . . . in the Season’s most popular fabric — 
1,00% texturized polyester, in a gabardine weave. Styled 
with narrow self-belt, zip fly closure. Good assortment of 




Misses can make the pant scene with this groovy 100% 
polyester pant in a texturized gabardine weave. Elasticized 
back waistlrand, zip fly front. Guaranteed good fit. Pastel 




Chargex or. Master Charge THE EASY WAY TO BUY!
Handbags, Lingerie, Gowns, Panly Hose
Smort New Symnner
Beautiful handbags, expertly crafted in shiny or dull finished leather- 
look urethane vinyl. Popular hand and front pocket shoulder types, in 
casual and dressy styles. White only. Hurry in Opening Sale Day when 
selection is at its best.
Ladies" Stretch Briefs Plisse Baby Dolls
lOO^f nylon stretch panty briefs with fancy 
lace elastic waist and leg openings, double 
crotch. Assorted colors, in sizes S-M-L. Super 
buy at this savings price!
FOR
A great buy in 1007^? cotton plisse baby dolls. 
Cool comfort! Low cut necklines, lace trim, 
flounce hems. Assorted colors: Sizes: S-M-L. 
Remarkable value at this low price.
Each - - -
A dreamy 100% cotton plisse short gown with 
low neckline and dainty lace trim, flounce 
hems. Light and airy for comfortable summer 
sleeping. Machine washable. Choose Pink, 
Aqua, Maize or Mint, in sizes S-M-L.
Each - - -
Carefree styling in easy-to-care-for nylon 
tricot — light and lacy. Square neckline de­
sign with ruffle cap sleeves, full 15 denier 
overlay with lacy hemline trim. Colors: Pink, 
Blue or Mint. Sizes: S-M-L.
Each - - -
Lady Robinson
“Lady Robinson", our quality 
brand that promises complete 
satisfaction in wearability and 
comfort, Rogular — size 100 to 
160 lbs. Colors: Beige, Taupe, 
Shadow, White. Queen size — 







nuMic SPENDING MONEYPLUS PER COUPLE
FREE Accommodation at the famous
Confest is open to ovoryono over 
1 8 years of age, except Robinson 
Stores employees or their imme­
diate families.
Deposit this coupon in tho Air 
Canada draw box at your Robin­
son Store. Additional coupons 




Draw by each Roblniorr Store will bo mode Soturdoy 
oltornoon, Moy 17. Final drow ot winners from each 
Prnvinen will bo made, ot Homo Offleo, VVInnlpoo, May 
28. All nomoi drown will rocolvo on AM-FM clock rodio 
at 0 coniolotion prl*o. All winnori will bo required to 
oniwor 0 tldll-tottina quoitlon.
mi
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Gfrb' Shir! Style
Expertly fashioned in easy-care fabric 
— 65/V polyester, 35'/< cotton. Shirt 
style blouse, in all-over fancy print 
patterns — short sleeves, full button 
front. Assorted colors in girls’ sizes 
8-10-12-14. A quality garment, budget 
priced!
Girls' Polyester
She will like this machine wash and 
dry pant — 100% polyester, in “Lily 
Snob” style. Assorted flax patterns, 
fancy colors. Sizes: 7-8-10-12-14. Be 





Dorm sets in easy-to-care-for blend — 657o polyester, 
35%; cotton. Machine washable! Screen printed pat­
terns in colors of Pink, Blue or Yellow. Sizes; 7-8-10- 






Mom, you’ll want to stock up on this 
great T-.shirt value for little girls. 
100% polyester, short sleeves, crew 
neck, embroidery trim. Machine 
washable! Choose Pink, Blue or Yel­
low, in sizes 4 to 6X. Real buy!
Little Girls'
PANTS
Neatly fashioned in an easy- 
care blend — 52% nylon, 48% 
acrylic .stretch denim. Has patch 
pockets, zip fly. Navy only, in 






A smart 2-piece set in machine washable 
polyester — shirt style, long sleeve jacket 
with screenprint. Boys’ in Navy/Blue; 
girls’ in Hot Pink/Red combinations. 














stretch denim 2-picce infants’ 
crawler sots. Machine wash­
able. Choose from assorted 
colors: Faded Blue, Red, Tan, 
Royal. Sizes; 12-18-24 months. 











Ladies' - Girls' - Children's
Super knue-liigh value al a super low price. 100';<; uylori, 
first quality link nnd cable knit pattern. All have olnsti- 
cizod tops for snug fit. A groat selection in sizes 0-8V^, 
7 - OVj, 9-11. Stock up at thl.s 
remarkably low Birthday 
Celebration prico.






Choose a gomiLne leather belt from 
a wonderful assort meal of styles 
nnd b\if'klos, 'Vour ohnlce of solid, 
perforated or stitched, In popular 






Ideal chore glovo.s for tho tough jobs — sturdy hardwoar- 
ing pigskin, in roper style. Leather palm, thumb and 
knuckle bar, flannel back and cuff. One sl’/o, Tan color 




Men's "New Look 
LEISURE
Easy-living leisure suits. Today’s look in comfortable 
polyester. Jacket has 4-button single-breasted styl­
ing with four smartly pleated patch pockets. Pants 
have wide belt loops, two front pockets, regular back 
pockets. Colors: Blue or Tan.
Sizes: 36 to 48. Compare 
the low price!
‘6;
Men's Knit Shirt Sport Shirts
Each
Knit polo shirt with handsome, linen- 
look. Styled in carefree, easy-care fabric 
with 4-button placket front, short sleeves. 
Colors on Natural Blue. Sizes: S-M-L-XL. 
Terrific buy!
Each
Permanent Press sport shirts, in Summer 
weaves. Machine wash, drip dry — little 
or no ironing. Long-point collar, banded. 
One breast pocket, cuffed short sleeves. 
Colors: Blue, Green, Brown. Sizes: S-M- 
L-XL.
G.W.G. Boot Jean Men's tCnlf Slacks
Each
Easy-fitting Indigo denims make a man’s 
casual lifestyle. Leather back patch, two 
front and two back pockets, watch pock­
et, belt loops. Legs flare slightly over 
boot. Navy only, sizes 30 to 38.
Each
A -prestige fashion line, in texturized 
polyester, plain eye-catching garbardine 
weave. You’ll like the textured natural 
look of the weave . . . the stretch comfort, 
shape retaining quality. Assorted colors 
of Blue and Brown. Sizes 32 to 42.
Men's McGregor
SOCKS
McGregor “Happy Foot” socks. A brand that consistent­
ly assures you top quality. Knit in a long-wearing blend 
— 48% wool, 30% cotton, 22% nylon. Built-in comfort 




Little Boys' T-Shirt Little Boys' Pant special
Boys' Polyester
T-SHIRT
Sizes 8 fo 16
100% polyester T-shirts with ac­
tion scenes in color-bright photo­
graphy. Youngsters should really 
be excited with this novelty type 
T-shirt. Good assortment of de­
signs, in boys' sizes 0 to 16. A ter­








A quality buy at a fantastically low 
Birthday Cclobration i)ricc. A suiicr 
stylo T-shirt in oasy-to-caro-for pnly- 
os.lcM’. Made to co-ovflii^alo pnrfoclly wilh 
tho V-j-boxi'r iiant stylo to your right. 
Colors: Brown or 
Navy. Si'/.f's 1 to (Ik,
Each
Tho pant your youngster will really 
like, lOOVI' polyester for wash and wear 
convenience, Co-ordinates perfectly with 
T-shirt at your immediate left. Colors: 
Brown and Navy. Sizes: Com-
l)are tlie super special 
low price,
Each
A quality jean by G.W.G. at an 
incredible low price. Made to 
stand up to tho roughest treat­
ment by your active youngsters. 
14-ounco Indigo dyed denim. 
Sizes: 8 to 10. A super value 
indeed! On sale while they last!
Tender Tootsies"
CASUALS
For Foof Comfort 
Foot Flattery
TTorp’c n value in ladies’ casuals you won’t want to pass up. D^continued 









Beautiful collection of top quality ladies’ 
French wallets in assorted colors and designs. 





A must for hot Summer days ahead. Large 
4-ounce jar of this popular medicated cream 
at a special purchase offer. Stock up at this 





5-ounce size in this very popular brand non­
sting anti-perspirant — regular or powder. 





Rugged steel construction toys with “Non-Mar tires and 
bright-plate wheel discs and trim. Choose from a good
° ^ , , 1________ oiirtor "Rirtb-
Each
ongnt-puuc wuuc-i .......... --








Take-A-Part Ladybug Doll Ensemble Set Badminton Sets
Each
Scf Set-
A beginner’s Put-To-Gether puzzle and pull toy. 
Colorful! E.xciting! Makes sound ns it is pulled 
across the floor. An amusing toy item for the 
youngsters.
Always popular! llVa-inch fashion doll 
plete witli two sots of clothing. Snyirtly gift 
boxed. A real special at a thrifty Birthday sale 
jirice.
Here's a buy! Two player badminton .sets, steel 
.shafted. Complete with a bird, net and full in­
structions. Convenient carrying ca.se.
ROBINSON STORES wlllmakc BVBiy effort to
Gdiifideiice
.ROBmsyn.A• T’, 3L.v become'iinmall.
goods. If, thfoiigh circumstancosi beyond our control ?om« i»em ,O' “"rtable, wo the right to iubstifbfo an item of items of o<,ua| or botto^ Ya!ue.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ «^^
Essentials For The Home




Priced To Win Approval
Baltcrv or electric power supply — built-in AC line cord. Has easy-to-iead 
slide-rule dial, up front controls for easy operation, telescoping antenna, lug­
gage type case with nictal trim, double-stitched carrying handle. Size of radio 














A quality General Electric prod­
uct. Gently detangles wet or dry 
hair, minimizes hair breakage and 
pullout. Power handle rinses un­
der \vater for quick easy cleaning. 
It’s cordless. Safe to use any­
where. Power system recharges 






Attractive floral cups and saucers with Gold trim. 
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Two Section Serving Tray
SujM.'rlily craft('d woodenwaro Iray, Ideal for evoi’yday use — lor peanut.s, clioe,se, 
pickles, etc. Size: 15 by 7' g inchc's. An attractive useful item at a greatly reduced 

















A Super Special — lOOO stainless steel kettle — 
l)ig 2' Wquart capacity, Heats fiuickly! Keeps water 
pure! Whistles when water reaches boiling point. 
Easy oru! hand pour with push-pour release spout. 







ITS SMART TO BE THRIFTY
TEX-MADE
ITS SMART TO BE SURE ,
iJ
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Here is your opportunity to sew and' save! 
Printed permablend in a 45vf-width. Machine 
washable. No iron! Shrink - resistant' and 
colorfast! Choose from a great assortment of 
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Tex-Made Truprest A serviceable smooth blend—50/' polyester, oO/r cotton. 
Machine wash, dry — little or no ironing. A great new 
design — top and bottom sheets have reverse colorings. 
Available in double bed or twin sizes. Super quality! 
Super saving price!
1 Double Bed Flat
1 Double Bed Fitted
2 Pillowcases
1 Twin Bed Flat




Heavy duty blanket — 70% poly­
ester, 27% viscose, 3% nylon for 
stretch. New ‘Miracle Stitch’ con­
struction. Permanapped to reduce 
shedding and piling. Mud.iiie wusli- 
nblo Tex-Made quality. Assorted 












Compnro tho value! 100% cotton sheared 
terry towels, In nn attractive Rose 
design on self-colored ground. Save at 
these thrifty prices.
